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Internal stability of Geosynthetic-Reinforced Soil (GRS) walls are conventionally assessed
using lateral earth pressure methods. Determination of these pressures is a key component of limit
state design as it enables determination of mobilized resisting forces in reinforcements needed to
ensure stability and function of the GRS structure. However, conventional methods (e.g. Rankine)
are not directly applicable for an increasingly common application of GRS structures: support of
surcharge loading stemming from bridge superstructures or other structural functions.
The third chapter of this dissertation presents an analytical model that was developed to
determine mobilized reinforcement loading considering a log-spiral mechanism and discrete
surcharges using limit analysis. Lateral earth pressures attained from this approach are consistent
with simplified analyses presented in the literature, realizing reinforcement loads that are more
reasonable when compared with observed reinforcement loading than conventional limit
equilibrium-based methods. To demonstrate the effects of various design parameters, the

relationship between soil strength properties, interface friction between the soil, facing and toe,
wall height, wall batter and reinforcement loads were studied.
The fourth chapter of this dissertation presents an approach towards assessing the bearing
capacity on Geosynthetic-Reinforced Soil walls through consideration of five different failure
mechanisms that capture potential failure modes. These include a logarithmic spiral, two-part
wedge, two-sided general shear, one-sided general shear and failure above the uppermost
geosynthetic. Each of these mechanisms is assessed considering geometry, geotechnical properties,
whereupon a customized algorithm selects the minimum, critical bearing capacity and associated
failure mechanism for design. The mechanisms and bearing capacity attained from this analysis
are compared with rigorous numerical models demonstrating good agreement. Furthermore, the
multi-mechanism approach was extended to a series of normalized design charts considering
varying reinforcement spacing, reinforcement tensile strength, footing location, footing width,
wall height, and wall batter.
Chapter 5 discusses the influence of non-uniform reinforcement spacing on realized
bearing capacity and internal stability for surcharged GRS structure through application of using
upper-bound Limit Analysis using the Discontinuity Layout Optimization (DLO) discretization
algorithm. The effects on stability are evaluated for two scenarios: (1) a “top-down” approach
where reinforcement spacing density is progressively increased from the top of the wall
downwards and (2) a “bottom-up” approach where the spacing density is progressively increased
from the toe of the wall upwards. Presented within this study are the results of comprehensive
parametric analysis varying reinforcement spacing, reinforcement strength and footing location,
highlighting the stability benefits of top-down and bottom-up reinforcement density approaches.
Placement of dense reinforcements near the crest of surcharge-supporting walls had a notable

benefit for stability, while placement of dense reinforcements at the toe improves stability for walls
without surcharge loading.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Statement of Problem
Mechanically Stabilized Earth (MSE) and more specifically, Geosynthetic-reinforced soil
(GRS) structures, are an economical means of earth retention and slope stabilization. MSE
structures tend to consist of widely spaced (> 12inches or 300mm) metallic or high strength
geosynthetic reinforcement used to internally stabilize backfill material, while GRS structures take
advantage of closely spaced (< 12in or 300mm) low-strength geosynthetic reinforcements and well
compacted granular fill to create an internally strong reinforced soil composite. GRS and MSE
structures do not have significant differences based on structural styles, but the use of closelyspaced reinforcements may have a highly nonlinear influence on the realized bearing capacity or
stability of a given structure. In recent years, these types of structures have been increasingly used
to support bridge superstructures, typically through placement of spread footings, bridge seats or
decks directly on reinforced soil, called a “true” bridge abutment. This type of bridge abutment
tends to alleviates the “bump at the bridge,” a problem caused by differential settlement between
bridge abutments and approach roadways that is often realized due to large differences in soilstructure deformation behavior (i.e. when piles are used to support the superstructure), see Figure
1-1.
GRS or MSE bridge abutments have many other advantages: they perform well during
earthquakes (Fakharian and Attar, 2007); the required bridge deck span length can be shortened
by allowing for a near vertical face when compared with conventional bridge abutment
embankments (Wu, 2006); they can be built with readily available materials using common
construction equipment without the need for highly skilled labor (Elias et al. 2001; Berg et al.
2009). Since the 1990s, several field trials of GRS abutment walls were constructed, exhibiting
1

small deformations and high load-carrying capacity (Ketchart and Wu, 1997; Adams, 1997; AbuHeijleh et al., 2001; Lee and Wu, 2004). Bearing capacity and settlement are two key design
parameters for bridge support systems placed on GRS or MSE walls. This study focused on bearing
capacity and internal stability at the strength limit state.
In order to develop a rational approach towards evaluating the behavior of GRS structures
under surcharge loading, various physical experiments and numerical models have been conducted;
however, limited analytical work has been performed in this direction. Most design criteria for
GRS or MSE structures has focused on required tension in reinforcements using lateral earth
pressure- or simplified slope stability-based approaches. However, reinforcement mobilization and
bearing capacity on reinforced soil may be dependent on mechanisms that do not fall into the
aforementioned approaches. Thus, development of an analytical approach towards assessing the
reinforcement loading and bearing capacity upon GRS or MSE structures is of practical benefit
and builds upon prior experimental and numerical research.
Use of closely-spaced reinforcement layouts in reinforced structures are a demonstrated
approach for satisfactory performance of GRS structures, possibly exhibiting more efficiency than
use of widely-spaced, stronger reinforcement (Wu, 2001). However, the application of nonuniform reinforcement layout, its effects on supporting spread footings are not well-understood.
Exploring the effects of reinforcement layout and concentration on response of both MSE and
particularly GRS structures is meaningful for practical design and application.
1.2 Scope and Objectives
To provide insight into the design of GRS or MSE walls under footing loads, the following
research has been completed by carrying out extensive analytical and numerical modeling:

2

1. An analytical model is developed to determine mobilized reinforcement loading within
surcharged GRS structures using limit analysis considering the influence of segmental
block facing elements and toe resistance. To demonstrate the effects of various design
parameters, the relationship between soil strength properties, interface friction between
the soil, facing and toe, wall height, wall batter and reinforcement loads were studied,
exhibiting that accounting for these realistic factors may result in limited mobilization
of reinforcement tension, a possible explanation for lower-than-expected reinforcement
loading in real field trials. Furthermore, it highlights the relatively localized
mobilization of tension stemming from support of discrete surcharge loading.
2. A multi-mechanism approach towards assessing bearing capacity on GRS structures,
accounting for a two-part wedge, log-spiral, two-sided general shear mechanism, onesided general shear failure mechanism and failure above the first layer of geosynthetic
- were considered simultaneously to evaluate the minimum bearing capacity on GRS
structures. Both the critical mechanism and bearing capacity attained from this analysis
are compared with rigorous numerical models demonstrating good agreement. The
multi-mechanism approach is extended to a series of normalized design charts with
varying reinforcement spacing, reinforcement tensile strength, footing location, footing
width, wall height, and wall batter for practical application.
3. Using upper-bound Limit Analysis with the DLO discretization algorithm, the effects
of non-uniform reinforcement spacing on bearing capacity and factor of safety of
footing surcharged reinforced soil walls is studied. The effects of reinforcement
spacing and concentration on structure stability are evaluated for two scenarios: (1) a
“top-down” approach where reinforcement spacing density is progressively increased

3

from the top of the wall downwards and (2) a “bottom-up” approach where spacing
density is progressively increased from the toe of the wall upwards. Placement of dense
reinforcements near the crest of surcharge-supporting walls have a notable benefit for
stability, while placement of dense reinforcements at the toe improve stability for walls
without surcharge.
This thesis presents a brief literature review in Chapter 2. It describes a brief background
of the application of GRS or MSE walls servicing as bridge abutment all around the world.
Previous numerical and lab studies on the surcharged GRS or MSE walls are also described.
Moreover, the literature review describes approaches adopted to estimate reinforcement loads and
footing bearing capacity on GRS or MSE walls. Finally, the influence of reinforcement layout on
response of GRS or MSE walls is discussed.
Chapter 3 presents an approach towards determining the reinforcement loading in
consideration of facing elements, toe effects and downdrag of backfill soil using a log-spiral
mechanism when GRS or MSE walls surcharged by strip footings. The reinforcement loading
derived from this approach demonstrated agreement with observed reinforcement loading from
experimentation and were found to be less conservative than conventional limit equilibrium-based
methods (e.g. Coulomb).
Chapter 4 describes a unified approach towards evaluating bearing capacity for strip
footings on geosynthetic reinforced soil structures through assessment of multiple failure
mechanisms. The log-spiral, two-part wedge, two-sided general shear failure mechanisms, onesided general shear mechanism and failure above the uppermost geosynthetic were considered
simultaneously. Of the five mechanisms, the lowest load needed for failure corresponds to the

4

critical bearing capacity. This analysis is compared to experimental and numerical data and
extended to a series of design charts with varying reinforcement, slope and footing configurations.
Chapter 5 presents an assessment of bearing capacity and stability for MSE walls subject
to non-uniform reinforcement vertical spacing using computational, upper-bound Limit Analysis.
The effects on stability are evaluated for two scenarios: (1) a “top-down” approach and (2) a
“bottom-up” approach. Within this study, a comprehensive parametric analysis varying
reinforcement spacing, reinforcement strength and footing location was performed, highlighting
the stability benefit of top-down and bottom-up reinforcement density approaches.
Chapter 6 summarized the findings and contributions of the completed work, and proposed
future work.

5

1.3 Figures

Figure 1-1 Schematic of MSE or GRS structures as bridge abutments

6

CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 An Introduction to Surcharged GRS Structures
In recent years, Geosynthetic-Reinforced Soil (GRS) structures have been used in the
construction of various earth structures, including retaining walls, slopes and embankments. GRS
walls have been demonstrated to have many advantages over their conventional counterparts,
which includes aesthetics, cost effectiveness, expediency of construction, the ability to tolerate
large differential settlement and good seismic performance (Lee and Wu 2004). Among all of these
advantages, the cost advantage of reinforced soil walls over conventional forms of retaining wall
systems is an important one, which can be seen in Figure 2-1 (Koerner et al. 2001).
GRS walls have been used more frequently in recent years as a means of bridge support,
the primary focus of this dissertation. This application has gained wide interest in the US – for
example, extensive field monitoring was performed a 6m tall true GRS abutment at the
Founders/Meadow Parkway junction in Colorado, USA (Figure 2-2). The structure exhibited only
10 mm of lateral deformation at the wall facing and 14 mm of settlement at the bridge deck (AbuHejleh et al. 2001).
A bridge pier and a bridge abutment were also constructed by the Colorado Department of
Transportation and the University of Colorado at Denver in 1996-1997 (Ketchart and Wu 1997).
The pier and the abutment were both 7.6m tall and tested by loading stack concrete barriers. The
load carrying capacities of the pier and the abutment were found to be more than 200kPa, which
is the suggested design pressure from the Elias et al. (2001).
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A GRS wall abutment for Bowman Road Bridge was built in Defiance County, Ohio,
during the fall of 2005(Adams et al. 2007) as an exploratory test for direct placement of a bridge
structure on reinforced soil. The reinforced soil structure was placed over clay subsoil and was
constructed to support a bridge beam, which allows the bridge and the adjacent road to settle
together. The construction cost for this bridge was approximately 20% less than the estimate cost
of a bridge supported on pile abutments, which always specifies a 2:1 slope. Based on the surveyed
results, the bridge so far performed well within AASHTO criteria for simple bridges.
Outside of the US, GRS structures have been built all around the world. A temporary GRS
embankment was constructed in Vienna, Austria, which was used to support a railroad track
(Mannsbart and Kropik 1996). The embankment had a height of 2.1m and a slope inclination of
63ͦ from the horizontal. Weekly settlement measurements were preformed, showing that four of
the six monitoring points had negligible settlement and the other two had less than 1mm of
settlement. In New South Wales, Australia in 1994 (Won et al. 1996), a GRS abutment with
segmental block facing was built to support end spans for a major bridge. Moreover, from 1994 to
1997, more than 26km of GRS walls with full-height rigid facings were constructed in Japan as
important permanent structures for railways and highways (Tatsuoka et al. 1997a). Tatsuoka et al.
(1997b) also demonstrated that deformations of a footing surcharged reinforced soil structure
could be greatly reduced by preloading and subsequent tensioning of reinforcements.
The aforementioned, real GRS walls serving as bridge abutments have demonstrated good
performance worldwide. However, a reliable design method for supporting a surcharge has not
been developed. This thesis presents several tools that may aid in preliminary design method for
this promising technology.
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2.2 Laboratory and Numerical Model for GRS Walls
2.2.1 Laboratory tests
A prototype full scale instrumented geosynthetic-reinforced bridge pier was constructed
and load tested at the Turner Fairbank Highway Research Center in McLean, Virginia (Wu et al.
2001). The pier was 5.4m in height and was 3.6m by 4.8m at the base. This study considered soil
and reinforcement as a composite without retained soil, see Figure 2-3. The intent of this study is
to investigate some key elements of GRS pier design, such as reinforcement spacing, pre-straining
the composite, the facing system and the construction method. It concluded that small vertical
reinforcement spacing, say 0.2m to 0.3m, resulted in better compaction of the backfill; prestraining reduced vertical settlement by approximately 50% and did not reduce lateral deformation;
a wrapped face is recommended for permanent application; and the pier can bear load very close
to the facing without failure. Two more full-scale segmental facing GRS abutment walls were
also constructed at the same lab, which were adopted to examine the behavior of segmental facing
GRS abutment walls under increasing vertical loads and provide a set of data for verification of
analytical models (Wu et al. 2008). Both test sections (A and B) were 4.65 tall with vertical
reinforcement spacing of 0.2m and reinforcement length of 3.15m. The only difference for these
two sections is that they used reinforcement strength of 70kN/m and 18kN/m, respectively. The
lateral wall movement for both wall sections is shown in Figure 2-4. Section A was stable at load
of 814kPa and Section B was approaching failure at 414kPa, which demonstrated that both of wall
can bear load more than the proposed design pressure of 200kPa (Elias et al. 2001).
Bathurst et al. (2000, 2001) conducted a series of full-scale tests on geosynthetic reinforced
retaining walls at the Royal Military College of Canada (RMCC), which involved construction of
10 separate walls. The full scale walls were 3.6m high by 3.4m wide with backfill soil extending
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to a distance of 6m from the front edge of the facility and surcharged by uniform loading on top
of wall, see Figure 2-5. These tests developed better understanding of GRS walls during
construction, at working load levels and under uniform surcharge loading approaching collapse of
structures. One of the findings is that the potential failure plane can be indicated by peak strain in
every reinforcement layer (see Figure 2-6). The observed failure plane was exhibited log-spiral
geometry using a plane strain peak friction angle ϕ=44 ͦ .Furthermore, the predicted Coulomb
failure plane using the same friction angle is also reasonable from practical point. This test
provided a database of results which can be used to calibrate numerical model and improve current
design methodologies.
A series of tests and numerical analyses for a rigid strip footing on both reinforced and
unreinforced sand slopes were carried out by Lee and Manjunath (2000), see Figure 2-7. In this
study, only one layer of reinforcement was added in the slope. The results showed that the
provision of reinforcement layer at an appropriate location in the sand slope had significant effect
in increasing the bearing capacity of footings and the optimum embedment depth of the
reinforcement layer would be 0.5 times the width of the footing. Moreover, the bearing capacity
increased as edge distance of footing increased for edge distances of 1B-4B, at an edge distance
greater than 5B, the bearing capacity of footing did not influenced by presence of the slope.
Yoo (2001) presented results of a small scale laboratory test on the bearing capacity
behavior of a strip footing on geosynthetic-reinforced earth slopes. In this research, numerical
results for a prototype model were also developed, which provided data to compare with test results.
The difference of failure modes between unreinforced and reinforced cases was revealed by ground
movement vector plots (see Figure 2-8). The reinforced case exhibits downward movement pattern
while the unreinforced case has more shallow failure. A wide range of conditions, such as
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reinforcement length, reinforcement vertical spacing, depth of reinforced zone, depth to top
geogrid layer, were considered. Critical values of the geogrid parameters for maximum reinforcing
effect were suggested on the basis of test and numerical results.
EI Sawwaf (2007) conducted a model test of strip footing on geogrid-reinforced sand over
a soft clay slope. And also, numerical analysis was conducted with a prototype model in dimension
of 10 times of the physical model size. BCI was defined as the ratio of the footing ultimate pressure
with the slope reinforced to the footing ultimate pressure in tests without slope reinforcement. The
relationships between BCI and normalized geogrid layer length L/B, footing location b/B, depth
of geogrid layer u/B and geogrid layers spacing x/B were shown in Figure 2-9. It showed that the
bearing capacity increased as reinforcement length increased until L/B=5, and also, the slope effect
can be ignored when b/B>3. The optimum reinforcement depth and reinforcement spacing both
were 0.5B. The close agreement between experimental and numerical model made the results
convincing.
Yoo and Kim (2008) presented the results of a full-scale test of a two-tier geosynthetic
reinforced segmental retaining wall with height of 5m, which was subjected to a surcharge load at
its crest. The results from test showed that for a given surcharge load, the largest strain was
developed in the upper most layer and decreased exponentially as depth increase, shown in Figure
2-10. And also, the predicted wall deformation at the proposed bearing capacity of 200kPa was
within acceptable serviceability levels, demonstrating excellent load-carrying performance of GRS
walls.
A series of reduced-scale tests on the GRS walls with large footing loads adjacent to a wall
facing has been conducted by Xiao et al (2016). This study presented a series of model tests to
evaluate the effects of some factors, such as strip footing setback, the width of the strip footing,
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the length of reinforcement and connection mode between geogrid and facing. The influence of
footing setback, reinforcement length, footing width and connection mode on bearing capacity was
shown in Figure 2-11. The ultimate bearing capacity increased as the footing setback increasing
and became constant when the footing setback was greater than 0.4H.
2.2.2 Numerical modeling
Numerical modeling is advantageous as it enables investigation of the influence of design
parameters (e.g. geometry, material properties and interactions between reinforcement and soil)
without the labor or expense of experimental testing. However, reliable input parameters and
experimental comparison must be made to verify that the results are adequate.
Karpurapu and Bathurst (1995) conducted a numerical simulation of 4m tall geosynthetic
reinforced walls using a discrete finite element modeling. A modified form of hyperbolic
constitutive model accounting for dilative soil was adopted for granular sand while the constitutive
behavior of reinforcement layers was modelled by nonlinear equation developed from tensile test
data. Stick-slip models and hyperbolic models were used for interfaces between various
components in reinforced soil structures. When the soil dilation angle was set to 15 degrees, the
predicted collapse pressure, facing displacements corresponding to soil failure from numerical
model matched with that from test observations. Furthermore, the failure surfaces predicted from
numerical model were found to generally match the failure surfaces given by Rankine theory using
peak friction angle, but demonstrated a more curvilinear shape (see Figure 2-12).This study also
demonstrated that construction-induced displacements and stresses can be simulated in numerical
modeling.
Helwany et al. (2003) simulated the aforementioned Founders/Meadows GRS bridge
abutment using the finite element method. A parametric study was then conducted to show the
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effects of different soil properties on abutment performance. This model demonstrated that GRS
abutments are effective in reducing differential settlements between approach embankments and
abutments.
Hatami and Bathurst (2005, 2006) developed a numerical model to predict the response of
GRS walls. The material constitutive models and interface properties in the numerical model were
calibrated by controlled laboratory tests (Bathurst et al 2000, 2001). It also took compaction effects
into consideration during walls construction. The results were shown to be in good agreement with
that from measured toe boundary forces, vertical foundation pressures, facing displacements,
reinforcement strain and connection loads.
Ambauen et al. (2015) developed a series of numerical models to provide insight into the
complex behavior of GRS walls supporting a strip footing. A non-linear elastic-plastic constitutive
soil material model was calibrated and the performance of a wall model was compared to the fullscale laboratory tests of Hatami and Bathurst (2005, 2006). A parametric study of reinforcement
type and vertical spacing, footing location, footing dimensions, and toe restraint was conducted.
The results of the study showed that reinforcement stiffness and spacing play an important role in
design.

2.3 Calculation of Reinforcement Loads
All laboratory tests and numerical modeling provide database for developing or calibrating
design methods. Accurate prediction of reinforcement loads, part of internal stability check, is an
important aspect for GRS walls design.
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2.3.1 Limit equilibrium based methods
Limit equilibrium methods are the primary means for calculating reinforcement loads in
North America (AASHTO 1996; NCMA 1997). Of all the limit equilibrium methods, the tieback
wedge method has generally been the most popular in practical design. Its applicability has been
verified by reduced-scale laboratory model walls (Bell et al. 1975), in which Tmax is determined as
shown in Eq. (2.1):
𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑆𝑣 𝐾𝑎 (𝛾𝑧 + 𝑞)

(2.1)

Where γ is the soil unit weight, z is the depth to the reinforcement level relative to the wall top at
the wall face, q is the vertical stress due to traffic surcharge and all other variables, Sv is the
reinforcement spacing, Ka is the lateral earth pressure coefficient.
Christopher et al. (1990) developed the structure stiffness method to calculate
reinforcement load, which was based on the results of a number of monitored full-scale MSE walls
from a major FHWA research project. This method is similar to the tieback wedge method. The
difference is that the lateral earth pressure coefficient in structure stiffness method is determined
as a function of depth below top of wall, reinforcement type, and global wall stiffness. The lateral
earth pressure coefficient was summarized in Eq. (2.2)
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if Z  6m
if Z  6m

(2.2)

where Sr is the global reinforcement stiffness for the wall, Ω1is a dimensionless coefficient equal
to 1.0 for strip and sheet reinforcements or equal to 1.5 for grids and welded wire mats, Ω2 is a
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dimensionless coefficient equal to 1.0 if Sr is less than or equal to 47880kPa or equal to Ω1 if Sr is
greater than 47880kPa.
The AASHTO Simplified method is another method commonly used to calculate
reinforcement loading (Allen et al. 2001). This semi-empirical method is similar to that of structure
stiffness and tieback wedge methods. The main difference of AASHTO simplified method was
introducing a single Kr/Ka curve for each reinforcement type, see Figure 2-13.
Leshchinsky and Boedeker (1989) adopted limit equilibrium methods to develop an
approach towards evaluating internal and external stability of GRS structures, which provided
useful design charts and insight into assessing the influence of reinforcements on structures
stability. For an internal stability check, a log-spiral failure surface was assumed in Figure 2-14.
The total reinforcement forces of all layers can be derived through moment equilibrium of an active
wedge. With an assumption of linear distribution of reinforcement loads, reinforcement load for
each layer can be calculated.
In addition, Leshchinsky et al. (1995) adopted a “top-down” approach, see Figure 2-15,
which conducted moment equilibrium analysis for active wedges from top to down in an iterative
scheme. It makes possible to consider influence of block facing on reinforcement loads in this
method. The main contribution of this method is that distribution of reinforcement loads does not
have to be assumed.
2.3.2 Empirical methods
Results of statistical analyses of 11 full-scale GRS walls showed that AASHTO simplified
method resulted in an average ratio of measured to predicted reinforcement loads (bias) of 0.45,
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with a coefficient of 91% (Allen et al. 2003). Based on statistical results, Allen et al. (2003)
proposed an equation to calculate reinforcement loads:
𝑖
𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥
= 𝑆𝑣𝑖 𝜎ℎ 𝐷𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 Φ𝑔 Φ𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 Φ𝑓𝑠 Φ𝑓𝑏

(2.3)

where Svi is the tributary area; σh is the lateral earth pressure acting over the tributary area; Dtmax
is the load distribution factor that modifies the reinforcement load based on layer location; Φg is a
global stiffness factor that accounts for the influence of the stiffness and spacing of reinforcement
layers over the entire wall height; Φlocalis a local stiffness factor that accounts for the relative
stiffness of the reinforcement layer with respect to the average stiffness of all reinforcement layers;
Φfs and Φfb are factors that account for the influence of the facing stiffness and facing batter,
respectively, and are constant value for a given wall (Allen et al. 2003).
In Eq (2.3), Dtmax, the reinforcement load distribution factor, is a critical consideration in
capturing reinforcement loading. In current design, a triangular distribution is typically assumed,
despite observations by Lee (2000) and Rowe and Ho (1993) demonstrated that trapezoidal
distributions may be more reasonable (Figure 2-16). The proposed approach, called K-stiffness
method, uses a trapezoidal distribution of loading and is a largely empirically-based method
calibrated to test data.
Miyata and Bathurst (2007) extended the K-stiffness method to the case of c-ϕ soil, which
summarized from a total of nine case studies, six from Japan and three from the USA.
2.3.3 Working stress based method
Working stress-based methods estimate reinforcement loads in GRS walls by accounting
for soil-reinforcement interaction, which always assume compatibility between soil and
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reinforcement deformations (Juran and Chen 1989; Juran et al. 1990; Abramento and Whittle 1993;
Ehrlich and Mithell 1994).
Ehrlich and Mitchell (1994) developed a working stress design method to calculate
reinforcement loads, adopting a modified version of the nonlinear elastic hyperbolic constitutive
model presented by Duncan et al. (1980). This method also took construction compaction into
consideration based on a soil stress path (see Figure 2-17). Good predictive results was shown in
this paper by comparing with data from full-scale walls. The method can be used either analytically
or with simple charts.
Liu and Won (2014) presented a straightforward analytical model to calculate the
reinforcement loads of vertical-reinforced soil composites before the soil shear strength is fully
mobilized. Soil and reinforcement deformations were assumed to be equal to each other along the
potential failure surface. This model is similar to that of Ehrlich and Mitchell (1994), but it took
soil dilatancy into consideration using Rowe’s stress-dilatancy relationship (Rowe 1962). The
results derived from this study showed agreement with that from numerical model, see Figure 218.
The presence of a non-uniform surcharge placed on are reinforced soil structure requires
consideration of footing effects as it increases reinforcement loading and affects internal stability.
Most approaches to evaluate the effect of spreading footing on lateral earth pressures have been
limited to empirical approaches (e.g. 2:1 method, Elias et al. 2001) and simplified elastic
approaches (e.g. Spangler 1939; Poulos and Davis 1980). However, elastic theory requires an
assumption of ‘rigid’ or ‘flexible’ facing conditions and cannot always accurately predict lateral
earth pressure on structures. More rigorous method to calculate reinforcement loads considering
strip footing atop of reinforced soil structures is required.
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2.4 Calculation of Bearing Capacity on Reinforced Soil
2.4.1 Bearing capacity of strip footing on reinforced horizontal ground
In the past few decades, the use of reinforced soils to support footing has become
increasingly common. Many studies have been conducted to investigate the bearing capacity of
spread footing on reinforced soil.
The first experimental study reported in the literature was performed by Binquet and Lee
(1975a), which was used to evaluate the bearing capacity of soil reinforced with metal strips. The
results showed that the ultimate bearing capacity of the footings on reinforced ground can be
improved by more than double at a given settlement. The depth of the first reinforcement layer and
number of reinforcement layers have significant influence on the ultimate bearing capacity. In this
study, three failure modes were proposed depending on the depth of the first reinforcement layer
u, see Figure 2-19. In this analysis, an assumption for calculating reinforcement load was first
proposed as shown in Eq. (2.4),
𝑇𝐷 (𝑧, 𝑁) =

𝑇𝐷 (𝑧, 𝑁 = 1)
𝑁

(2.4)

in which, TD is mobilized reinforcement tension and N is the number of reinforcement layers.
Based on this assumption, the bearing capacity derived from this model matched well with that
from model tests decribed in a companion paper (Binquet and Lee, 1975b).
Huang and Tatsuoka (1990) performed a series of small scale plain strain model tests with
a strip footing on reinforced sandy ground in order to develop a method of predicting bearing
capacity of horizontal sandy ground reinforced with reinforcement. The test results showed that
the bearing capacity increased significantly when reinforcement layers had a length similar to the
footing width. Reinforcements outside the footing width had little contribution to the increase of
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bearing capacity. A method of assessing stability was developed and the predicted values matched
well with above mentioned test results.
Sharma et al (2009) developed an analytical solution for estimating the ultimate bearing
capacity of geogrid reinforced ground for both sand and silty clay. In this study, two failure modes
were mainly considered (see Figure 2-20). Based on the failure modes, the formula for bearing
capacity of a strip footing corresponding to Figure 2-20(a) is

𝑞𝑢(𝑅) = 𝑞𝑢(𝑏) +

2𝐷𝑓 𝐾𝑆 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜙𝑡 2 ∑𝑁
2𝑐𝑎 𝑑
𝑖=1 𝑇𝑖 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛿
+ 𝛾𝑡 𝑑 2 (1 +
)
+
− 𝛾𝑡 𝑑
𝐵
𝑑
𝐵
𝐵

(2.5)

where qu(b) is the bearing capacity of the underlying unreinforced soil; γt is the unit weight of soil
in reinforced zone; Df is the embedment depth of the footing; KS is the punching shear coefficient,
which depends on the friction angle of soil in the reinforced zone and the bearing capacity of soil
in both the reinforced zone and the underlying unreinforced zone; ϕt is the friction angle of soil in
the reinforced zone; and N is the number of reinforcement layers.
In order to include the contribution of reinforcement for mode in Figure 2-20(b), an
additional term ΔqT was added to the traditional bearing capacity for strip footing, which is
corresponding to Figure 2-20(b),
𝑞𝑢(𝑅) = 𝑐𝑁𝑐 + 𝑞𝑁𝑞 + 0.5γ𝐵𝑁𝛾 + Δ𝑞𝑇

(2.6)

where ΔqT is the increased bearing capacity due to the tensile force of the reinforcement; c is the
cohesion of soil; q is the surcharge load; γ is the unit weight; Nc, Nq, Nγ are bearing capacity factors.
Considering the moment equilibrium of the soil wedge bcdg and force equilibrium of
wedge abc (see Figure 2-21), the expression for increased bearing capacity ΔqT can be given by
the following equation,
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Δ𝑞𝑇 =

4(𝑇𝐿 − 𝑇𝑅 )𝑢
𝐵2

(2.7)

in which, TL and TR are tension force at the left and right side of reinforcement; u is the distance
from bottom of footing to uppermost reinforcement; B is the footing width.
2.4.2 Bearing capacity of strip footing on top of slope
The investigation of bearing capacity of strip footing on slopes is a topic that has been
studied using a variety of approaches. Meyerhof (1957) proposed a theoretical solution to
determine the bearing capacity of strip footing at the crest of slope, extending bearing capacity
theory combined with slope stability analyses to derive a solution. Leshchinsky (2015) and
Leshchinsky and Xie (2016) used computational limit analysis to develop revised bearing capacity
factors for slopes comprised of both cohesive and frictional soil.
Hansen (1970) proposed the following equation for bearing capacity of a continuous
foundation located at the edge of the slope:
1
qu  cN c c  qN q q  BN  
2

(2.8)

where λcβ, λqβ, λγβ are slope factors, which consider the influence of slope on bearing capacity for
each term, respectively.
Narita and Yamaguchi (1990) considered overall slope failure with log-spiral sliding
surfaces to derive bearing capacity for strip footing on slopes. Two types of failure (toe and slope
failure, base failure) were considered, see Figure 2-22. Comparison between this method and other
analytical and experimental models were carried out and demonstrated its applicability.
Choudhury and Rao (2006) adopted limit equilibrium methods to obtain the seismic
bearing capacity of strip footing on slopes with c-ϕ soils. Three kinds of failure mechanism were
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considered in this study, shown in Figure 2-23. An extensive numerical iteration technique has
been carried out for different parameters to obtain seismic bearing capacity factors. The search for
critical focus of the log spiral with a critical surface guaranteed minimum bearing capacity factors.
2.4.3 Bearing capacity of strip footing on GRS Structures
The difficulty for evaluating bearing capacity of spread footing placed on GRS structures
is appropriately assuming failure mechanism, which is governed by geometry, soil properties and
reinforcement properties. Due to the complexity of evaluating the load-carrying capacity of
reinforced soil, there are limited analytical methods that evaluate the multiple mechanisms that
govern the bearing capacity of shallow foundations on reinforced soil structures.
Zhao (1996a) treated the reinforced mass as a composite to develop a slip line solution for
calculating limit loads of reinforced soils. Built on this work, Zhao (1996b) presented a
kinematically-admissible limit analysis approach to check the internal stability of GRS structures
considering both rotational and translational mechanisms. Jahanandish and Keshavarz (2005)
extended the slip-line method to analyze the bearing capacity of spread footings on GRS structures
under seismic loading. Wu and Pham (2013) developed an analytical solution for evaluating the
load-carrying capacity of closely-spaced geosynthetic-reinforced soil, treating the reinforced
structure as a composite. Similar to the work of Wu and Pham (2013), studies by Zhao (1996a,
1996b) and Jahanandish and Keshavarz (2005) considered the reinforced soil as a single,
composite material.
Huang and Tatsuoka (1994) developed an analytical method to evaluate the stability of
reinforced sand slopes with compound failure surfaces. Within a limit equilibrium (LE) framework,
Haza et al (2000) used the double wedge method to evaluate a GRS walls with localized loading
from a strip footing. Blatz and Bathurst (2003) adopted the conventional two-part wedge LE
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approach to predict the bearing capacity of a strip footing placed on the crest of geosyntheticreinforced slopes based on comparisons to large-scale experimental results (Bathurst et al. 2003),
see Figure 2-24. Ausilio (2014) used upper-bound limit analysis with a log-spiral mechanism to
develop the seismic bearing capacity of strip footings placed close to the crest of geosyntheticreinforced soil structures. Until now, there is not an analytical approach to evaluate the bearing
capacity of footing surcharged GRS structures considering different failure mechanisms.
Evaluating bearing capacity on GRS walls is a complex problem because the mechanism
for failure is inherently dependent on slope geometry, footing and reinforcement configuration,
reinforcement mobilized tensile strength and soil-reinforcement interaction. Developing a unified
method to calculate the bearing capacity of spread footing placed on geosynthetic reinforced soil
structures considering reinforced soil and retained soil together would be a contribution for
application of this technology.

2.5 Exploration of Influence of Reinforcement Layout on GRS Walls
For reinforced soil composite, the apparent confining pressure can be evaluated by an
equation proposed by Yang (1972) as

Δ𝜎3 =

𝑇𝑓
𝑆𝑣

(2.9)

where Tf is the reinforcement strength and Sv is reinforcement vertical spacing.
Eq. (2.9) indicates that reinforcement strength (Tf) has the same effect as reinforcement
spacing (Sv) on confining pressure, which can be considered as required reinforcement strength.
This assumption of reinforcement strength and reinforcement spacing playing an equal role has
been used as a fundamental assumption made in current design methods of reinforced soil walls
(Wu et al., 2013). The required minimum reinforcement strength, Trequired, is determined by
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𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 = 𝜎ℎ 𝑆𝑣 𝐹𝑠

(2.10)

where Trequired is required minimum strength for reinforcement at depth z; σh is average horizontal
stress in a reinforced soil structure at depth z; Sv is vertical spacing of reinforcement at depth z and
Fs is the safety factor. In Eq. (2.10), if the values of σh and Fs remain unchanged, the required
reinforcement strength would increase proportionally to the increase of reinforcement spacing,
which implies that larger reinforcement spacing can be compensated by proportional higher
reinforcement strength. However, Adams et al. (2002, 2007) observed laboratory and field
experiments and drew a conclusion that reinforcement spacing has more important role than
reinforcement strength, which was also observed by other test results (Elton and Patawaran 2004;
Wu et al. 2011).
Ho and Rowe (1996) developed a finite element model to study the response of a 6m high
geosynthetic reinforced soil wall to assess reinforcement loading. The effects of using different
reinforcement distribution on the stress in the reinforced soil and the forces in the reinforcement
were investigated. In this study, the number of layers of reinforcement, reinforcement stiffness and
total quantity of reinforcements were assumed to be same and 4 different reinforcement layouts
were presented in Figure 2-25. Scheme A is the standard uniform layout; scheme B has same
vertical spacing as scheme A but longer reinforcement at the top and shorter at the bottom; scheme
C is the opposite of scheme B; scheme D has a uniform length but the vertical spacing decrease
inversely with depth. When the bottom of the soil block in heavily reinforced, the effect of the
foundation became less significant. On the other hand, the effect of lateral thrust behind the
reinforced soil block became significant as the top of the reinforced soil block is under-reinforced.
Leshchinsky and Vulova (2001) used numerical modeling to explore effects of
reinforcement spacing on failure mechanism of GRS block walls without surcharge. As the
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reinforcement spacing decreased, the possibility of developing a failure or active zone within the
reinforced zone decreased, which implied that current design method for internal stability check
led to conservative estimates of calculated reinforcement loading for closely spaced reinforcement.
However, current “external stability” design seems appropriate for close spaced reinforcement
(Leshchinsky and Vulova, 2001).
The effects of reinforcement spacing on response of GRS walls are still not entirely clear,
particularly when supporting spread footings. It is important to better capture the mechanics and
stability of such a scenario as footing surcharged at the top of GRS walls, which is becoming more
common as a means of bridge superstructure support.

2.6 Summary
This chapter introduced the application of GRS walls working as bridge abutment and their
great performance as observed by field monitoring. Then, relevant studies on GRS walls, including
experimental tests and numerical models were discussed. Field monitoring, experimental tests and
numerical models reveal the failure mechanism of GRS walls, reinforcement strain distribution
along each layer, wall facing deformation, footing settlement on top of reinforcement, and
mobilized reinforcement loads. All the data from field monitoring, experimental tests and
numerical models provide a database for developing and calibrating an analytical model in practice.
In general, several kinds of methods have been applied to evaluate the mobilized
reinforcement force for surcharge-free and uniform surcharged cases, including limit-equilibrium
based method, statistically-based methods and working stress based method. However, few
analytical models have been developed to calculate mobilized reinforcement force for strip footing
surcharged GRS walls except for simplified elastic approaches and empirical 2:1 method.
Generally, analytical approaches that evaluate GRS behavior have treated the reinforced mass as
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a composite. Therefore, an analytical model to evaluate mobilized reinforcement force with strip
footing surcharged GRS walls would help to address the gap.
Assessment of bearing capacity of spread footings on reinforced slopes have been observed
from physical experimentation, numerical modeling and limited analytical modeling. These
physical experiments provide useful comparative data for developing design methodologies.
Limit-equilibrium based approaches were developed to evaluate the bearing capacity of strip
footing surcharged GRS structures, however, they only considered one mechanism and the
presented results are narrow in scope. Developing a unified limit-equilibrium based method to
evaluate bearing capacity of GRS structures supporting strip footings is necessary because the
mechanism for failure is inherently dependent on footing location, soil properties, wall/slope
geometry, soil-reinforcement interaction, and reinforcement mobilization of tensile capacity.
The configuration of a reinforcement layout has a significant influence on the behavior of
GRS structures. Employing numerical methods to explore this effect may enable better
understanding of the benefits and pitfalls of using heterogeneous reinforcement configurations for
reinforced slope design. Both limit analysis and finite element analysis-based numerical models
will be developed to explore the effect of reinforcement layout on strip footing surcharged GRS
walls. Limit analysis-based numerical model will focus on the influence of parameters on ultimate
bearing capacity, collapse mechanism and global factor of safety, while the finite element method
based model will focus on serviceability criteria, such as footing settlement, reinforcement strains,
and facing lateral deformations. Both limit state and service state numerical modeling will be
conducted simultaneously and provide effective design suggestions for reinforcement arrangement.
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2.7 Figures

Figure 2-1 Cost of different retaining wall types as a function of height (after Koerner et al.
1998) Note: Crib/bin walls are gravity wall structures formed by a soil mass confined by
interlocking concrete, metal or timber elements.
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Figure 2-2 Typical Monitored Cross-Section (after Abu-Hejleh et al. 2001)
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Figure 2-3 Cross section of Geosynthetic-Reinforced Soil Bridge Pier (after Wu et al. 2001)

Figure 2-4 Lateral movement of wall in (a) Section A; (b) Section B (after Wu et al. 2008)
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Figure 2-5 Modular block (segmental) reinforced soil walls constructed in the RMC Retaining
Wall Test Facility (a) Front View. (b) Instrumentation plan (after Bathurst et al. 2000)

Figure 2-6 Location of peak reinforcement strain and internal failure surface (after Bathurst et
al. 2000)
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Figure 2-7 Schematic diagram of the model test configuration. B, width of footing; De, edge
distance of footing; LR, length of reinforcement; U, embankment depth of reinforcement; β ,
inclination of slope with horizontal

Figure 2-8 Ground movement vector plots for: (a) unreinforced; (b) reinforcement (after
Yoo 2001)
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Figure 2-9 Variations of BCI with normalized (a) geogrid layer length L/B; (b) footing

location b/B; (c) depth of geogrid layer u/B; (d) geogrid layers spacing x/B (after EI Sawwaf,
2007)
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Figure 2-10 Incremental reinforcement strain profiles at various loading stages (after Yoo and
Kim 2008)
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Figure 2-11 Effects of (a) footing width; (b) reinforcement length; (c) connection mode on
bearing capacities of the footings on GRS walls (after Xiao et al 2016)

Figure 2-12 Predicted and measured failure surface for (a) Incremental panel wall; (b)
full-height panel wall (after Karpurapu and Bathurst 1995)
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Figure 2-13 Determination of Kr/Ka for the simplified method (after Allen et al. 2001)
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Figure 2-14 Definitions and conventions in internal stability (after Leshchinsky and Boedeker
1989)
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Figure 2-15 Scheme for calculating reinforcement forces (after Leshchinsky et al. 1995)
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Figure 2-16 Distribution of Reinforcement load along normalized depth
plus average surcharge height (after Allen et al. 2003)

Figure 2-17 Assumed stress path (after Ehrlich and Mitchell 1994)
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Figure 2-18 Comparison of predicted and numerical reinforcement loads by Liu and Ling (2012)
(after Liu and Won 2014)
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Figure 2-19 Three failure modes (a) u/B >2/3: shear above reinforcements; (b) u/B <2/3 & N<3,
or short ties: ties pullout; (c) u/B <2/3, long ties & N>4: ties break (after Binquet and Lee 1975)
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Figure 2-20 Two failure modes (a) failure similar to footings on a two-layer soil; (b) failure
within reinforced zone (after Sharma et al. 2009)
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Figure 2-21 Free body of the soil wedge bcdg and abc (after Sharma et al. 2009)

Figure 2-22 Log-spiral sliding surface (a) slope failure; (b) base failure (after Narita and
Yamaguchi 1990)
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Figure 2-23 Failure surface for (a) Type 1; (b) Type 2; (c) Type3 (after Choudhury and Rao
2006)

Figure 2-24 Schematics of two-part wedge method (a) observed failure mechanism; (b)
two part wedge geometry and force definitions. (after Blatz and Bathurst 2003)
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Figure 2-25 Different layouts of reinforcement (after Ho and Rowe 1996)
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3.1 Abstract
Internal design of Mechanically Stabilized Earth (MSE) Walls are frequently based on
lateral earth pressure methods. A key component of limit state design includes determination of
the necessary resisting forces of reinforcements to enable stability and function of the internal
reinforcing components. However, conventional methods (e.g. Rankine) are not directly applicable
when accounting for surcharge loading that is non-uniform, often manifested by the presence of
strip footings placed directly on the reinforced soil. Within this study, an approach is presented to
determine the reactive loads in individual reinforcements, Tmax, using limit analysis (LA)
considering a log-spiral mechanism and the effects of facing elements for segmental block
reinforced soil walls. Lateral earth pressures attained from this approach are consistent with
simplified analyses presented in the literature, realizing reinforcement loads that are more
reasonable when compared with observed reinforcement loading than conventional limit
equilibrium-based methods. To demonstrate the effects of various design parameters, the
relationship between soil strength properties, interface friction between the soil, facing and toe,
wall height, wall batter and reinforcement loads were studied.

Keywords: Geosynthetics; MSE wall; Limit analysis; Log spiral failure mechanism; Strip
footings, Surcharge
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3.2 Introduction
Design of Mechanically Stabilized Earth (MSE) walls requires that checks for both internal
and external stability are made for the reinforced structure to ensure satisfactory resistance against
collapse (ultimate limit state). Internal stability is characterized by determining the maximum
reinforcement loading and designing against reinforcement rupture, connection failure or pullout
failure, typically determined based on expected earth pressure during service (AASHTO 2012;
NCMA 1997). These approaches assume that lateral earth pressures are known based on simplified
earth pressure approaches (e.g. Rankine earth pressure distribution), which yields maximum
tension, Tmax, for each reinforcement based on its tributary area.
Frequently, spread footings are built on reinforced soil, such as superstructure support in
bridge abutments. However, the resulting lateral earth pressures are not easily determined under a
discrete surcharge applied by a rigid footing due to the dissonance between footing design and
MSE wall design. However, the presence of a non-uniform surcharge atop a reinforced soil
structure does necessitate a synthesis of the footing effects as it can increase reinforcement loading
and affect internal stability. A non-trivial problem, most approaches to quantify the effect of spread
footings on earth pressures have been limited to empirical and simplified elastic approaches (e.g.
Spangler 1939; Poulos and Davis 1980) or complex Finite Element or Finite Difference models
(e.g. Hatami and Bathurst 2006; Helwany et al. 2007; Ehrlich and Mirmoradi 2013, Ambauen et
al. 2015). Jackson (1985) proposed the Incremental Mirror Method (IMM) using the 2:1 method
and superposition to determine vertical pressures beneath the strip footing adjacent to the edge of
reinforced soil structure which demonstrated to be a reasonable when compared to other alternative
techniques (Jackson and Jones, 1988). However, elastic theory cannot always accurately predict
reinforcement loads and requires an assumption of ‘rigid’ or ‘flexible’ facing conditions. Complex
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numerical models that capture accurate reinforcement loading require realistic constitutive models
and knowledge of material deformation properties, which can be difficult to quantify. Moreover,
both analyses commonly focus on service state conditions while not fully accounting for limit state
conditions (i.e. fully plastic conditions).
Prior research has often focused on the service state conditions of reinforced soil supporting
spread footings as excessive deformations may compromise superstructure functions (e.g.
settlement, facing movement, “bump” at the bridge) – phenomena that are commonly dominated
by foundation conditions (Jones and Edwards, 1980). Existing literature primarily includes
physical experiments in both the field and laboratory, typically limited to observations on service
state behavior. Huang and Tatsuoka (1990) performed experimental studies on bearing capacity of
shallow foundations placed upon sand reinforced with layers of geosynthetic reinforcements. Fullscale experiments were also conducted to evaluate serviceability of geosynthetic reinforced soil
(GRS) structures supporting surcharge loading (Wu et al. 2001; Bathurst et al. 2003; Yoo and Kim
2008). Hatami and Bathurst (2006) evaluated the performance of reinforced soil segmental under
surcharge loading with both experimental results from large-scale laboratory tests and subsequent
numerical modeling (Finite Difference), finding agreement for service-state conditions. Helwany
et al. (2007) performed finite element analyses of MSE wall-supported abutments, evaluating the
deformation of the wall under a surcharge with varying vertical reinforcement spacing,
reinforcement types and backfill soils. Yoo and Kim (2008) modeled the behavior of a two-tiered
MSE wall under surcharge loading using three-dimensional analyses with finite element analysis.
Evaluation of limit state conditions within a reinforced soil structure is critical as it often
mandates selection of structural elements and construction materials. Limit state conditions are
often determined using limit equilibrium (LE) or limit analysis (LA) methods, which both evaluate
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forces within a system at the brink of collapse. Blatz and Bathurst (2003) used a conventional twopart wedge limit equilibrium method to predict the ultimate capacity of a footing placed close to
the crest of reinforced structures. Jahanandish and Keshavarz (2005) presented a new approach
based on the slip-line method and analyzed bearing capacity of footing placed on reinforced
structures with uniform and non-uniform distribution of reinforcement. Ausilio (2014) developed
an upper bound framework to calculate seismic bearing capacity of strip footings surcharged on
geosynthetic reinforced soil structures. Several studies have focused on using limit analysis to
evaluate ULS conditions for bearing capacity atop reinforced soil (Xie and Leshchinsky 2015;
Leshchinsky 2014).
Within most limit state analyses, the impact of structural facing elements were ignored for
simplification, primarily evaluating earth pressures and respective reinforcement loading. Typical
MSE wall design involves assumed earth pressures (usually Rankine) for internal design of
reinforcements, but structural properties of the facing elements are frequently ignored. These
effects, however, are considered implicitly in some codes (e.g. NCMA 1997) and the design of
proprietary facing block systems, particularly in context of connection strength. Special
consideration should be given to the effects of segmental block wall facing as performance issues,
like differential settlements, poor compaction, excessive movement at the toe and incorrect
installation may compromise the structural effects of facing elements. These elements may play a
significant role in earth pressures and reinforcement loading due to downdrag, especially in
consideration of toe resistance (Leshchinsky and Vahedifard, 2012). However, downdrag also
requires differential settlement of backfill material and a facing column – a process that is difficult
to predict and may result in higher connection loads and possible poor wall performance. Use of
sufficiently small vertical spacing or intermediate reinforcement layers may mitigate deleterious
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connection loads (Leshchinsky et al. 2014). Facing elements, such as modular blocks, are
considered in several experimental and numerical simulations (Hatami and Bathurst, 2006;
Bathurst et al. 2006, 2007) as they play a significant role in wall behavior, especially under
surcharge loading. Use of limit state methods, like limit analysis, may provide a more
comprehensive evaluation of the complex interaction between backfill soil, reinforcement, and
structural facing elements. One such approach to synthesize these parameters in internal design is
the “top-down” approach (Leshchinsky et al., 1995), which uses the log-spiral mechanism to
determine reinforcement loading in an iterative scheme. The top-down approach was adopted to
calculate reinforcement loading at elevations along a MSE wall face to account for internal design,
but block weights and spread footings were not accounted for. Baker and Klein (2004)
substantially modified the top-down approach and accounted for the facing by considering its shear
and bending resistance, but did not account for spread footing support. This approach may be
refined to account for structural interactions, including facing-backfill friction, block-block
friction, block weight, toe friction and non-uniform surcharge loads.
To evaluate the effects of interaction amongst backfill, blocks, and the toe of surcharge
reinforced soil walls on internal stability, a top-down approach based on upper bound limit analysis
was applied. This approach considers the effects of interaction between structural materials,
providing an estimate that accounts for both facing effects and/or the presence of a spread footing.
Results attained from this approach are compared with other analytical solutions, showing
adequate agreement. A parametric study is carried out to investigate the influence of various
parameters on reinforcement loading. The effects of toe resistance and interface friction on
reinforcement load distribution may have a notable influence on internal stability of MSE walls;
however, extreme caution should be exercised in its consideration in design as toe resistance
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should not be considered unless the foundation material is competent (rock), particularly when
supporting a surcharge (CIRIA, 1996).
For geosynthetic reinforced soil structures using segmental facing elements, internal
stability design considerations must be made for reinforcement strength, pullout and connection –
this analysis focuses on determining required reinforcement strength along a given wall profile.
Previous literature has described pullout resistance between geosynthetics, particularly geogrids,
to be dependent on soil particle size relative to the apertures in the geogrid (Lee 2000), often
demonstrating high bearing and frictional interlock when apertures were adequately sized (Jewell
1990). When sufficient interlocking behavior occurs between a geogrid and soil is realized, pullout
may be inhibited with sufficient interlock. In this case, shear strains may propagate in the soil
adjacent to the reinforcement instead of at the soil-geogrid interface, demonstrated experimentally
(Boyle 1995; Bathurst and Ezzein 2016) and frequently applied numerically (Hatami and Bathurst
2005; Yoo and Kim 2008; Ambauen et al., 2015) for geosynthetic reinforced soil structures.
Connection strength is an important design consideration for segmental walls, particularly when
vertical spacing between reinforcements is large; however, with proper construction practices (i.e.
compaction) and sufficiently small vertical reinforcement spacing, connection issues may be
mitigated (Soong and Koerner 1997). Under the assumption that connection strength was sufficient
and pullout was not likely, this analysis focused on required reinforcement strength of geosynthetic
reinforcements alone.

3.3 Model Description
MSE Walls are frequently built with block facing elements atop a leveling pad with nonstructural properties for constructability purposes. Governing design parameters include wall
batter,

 ; wall height, H; block height, h; block width, w; block-block friction angle, δb; facing50

backfill friction angle, δ ; footing width, B; and footing setback from the wall face, Sb. The vertical
load atop the spread footing is defined as pressure, q. Conventions are presented in Figure 3-1.
The kinematic theorem of limit analysis (LA) based on the upper bound theory of plasticity
is applied to evaluate earth pressures and associated reinforcement loading (see Figure 3-2).
Kinematically admissible failure surfaces in the context of LA are log spirals.

This surface

geometry, which has been observed as a common shear plane in reinforced soil structures,
especially with batter (Zornberg et al., 1998; Bathurst et al., 2000), was used in the approach to
determine active earth pressures under surcharge loading. Application of the log spiral method
requires a pole O, angular velocity, Ω;

r0 , radius of a given log spiral;  0 , angle to initiation; and

 h , the angle to the resultant. In this analysis, the direction of shear between facing and backfill is
assumed to be vertical as the block has vertical walls at its back and face. For a surcharged MSE
wall built with cohesionless backfill, the work done by soil weight (WW) and surcharge (WS) equal
to work done by thrust (WT). The expression for WW is shown below as:

WW  r0 ( f1  f 2  f 3 )
3

Where:

f1 

(3 tan  cos  h  sin  h ) exp(3( h   0 ) tan  )  3 tan  cos  0  sin  0
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6 r0
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1
L
L
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(3.1)
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2
where γ is unit weight of soil and ϕ is internal angle of friction of the soil. The work done by the
surcharge ( WS ), which also considered the horizontal loads hq in this system, can be expressed
as:
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(3.2)

where the work from thrust ( WT ) is defined as:

WT  [T cos  (rh sin  h 

H
H
)  T sin  (rh cos  h  tan  )]
2
2

(3.3)

where thrust is assumed to act at the middle elevation of the wall.
By combining equations (3.1) and (3.2), and setting them equal to equation (3.3), the terms can
be rearranged to render the thrust T, as:

T

WW  WS
H
H
(cos  (rh sin  h  )  sin  (rh cos  h  tan  ))
2
2

(3.4)

Application of the log-spiral mechanism can be used to determine reinforcement loading
in consideration of wall batter and discrete footing surcharge by finding slip surfaces along a wall
elevation and their associated thrust forces. This approach, known as the top-down limit analysis
(TD-LA) method, iteratively determines critical slip surfaces at predetermined exit points along
the wall elevation (e.g. facing blocks) and its associated thrust force (Tn, acting at the mid-point of
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the block), which must be resisted to meet static equilibrium (Figure 3-3). Subsequently, facingbackfill interface friction, block-block interface friction and toe friction (when applicable) are
computed as resisting forces (Figure 3-3) for a given increment of structural facing elements (Dn).
When these resisting forces exceed the thrust at a given elevation, no reinforcement is needed to
maintain stability. Inversely, when the interfacial forces are not adequate to meet equilibrium,
reinforcement loading is mobilized, calculated as the required lateral force needed to maintain
stability for a given increment, Dn. This process is repeated incrementally for the entire wall height,
accounting for prior resisting forces from interface friction, yielding a distribution of thrusts
throughout the wall system that accounts for the interaction between soil and structural elements
(Figure 3-3). That is, thrust Tn-1, is calculated for increment Dn-1 while accounting for a known Tn
from the prior step (Figure 3-3). Therefore, soil thrust at any increment can be calculated as:
i 1

Ti 

WW  WS  WT j
j n

h
h
(cos  (rh sin  h  )  sin  (rh cos  h  tan  ))
2
2

(3.5)

Interaction between the backfill and the block assumed to have an orientation consistent
with active soil mobilization, an assumption made in other limit equilibrium and limit analysis
approaches for retaining structures, especially segmental retaining walls (e.g. Leshchinsky et al.
1995). This assumption cannot capture the displacement-dependent behavior of soil mobilization
between at-rest and active conditions implemented with stiff reinforcements or non-yielding facing.
The respective thrust of the active soil is resisted by facing elements and reinforcements,
therefore, the effects of facing can be considered in calculating the reinforcement loads. Selfweight and interface friction components induce significant frictional resistance in between facing
elements and at the wall toe, manifesting as resistance towards the active thrust of the backfill.
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Structural facing elements are typically ignored in current design, (AASHTO 2012), sometimes
considered by means of an assumed hinge height (Figure 3-4a) that demarcates a region of
resistance within the facing.
In this study, the weight and the shear transfer of the facing blocks were considered using
internal equilibrium forces starting at the top block, subsequently calculated downwards to the
bottom block (Figure 3-4b). That is, forces from a given block are transferred from the block above
considering both normal and shear (frictional) force components (N[i+1]L and V[i+1]L, respectively).
Forces at bottom of each block are defined as:

V[i ]U  N[i ]U tan( b )

(3.6)

Based on equilibrium, these forces enable the unknown reinforcement load at each elevation to be
determined. Then, N[i]U and V[i]U can be transferred to block i-1, as defined by:
N[i ] L 

wc
w
N[i ]U V[i ] L  c V[i ]U
w
w

(3.7)

where w is block width and wc is the width of frictional interaction between block. When the
interfacial forces are defined for each layer, reinforcement loads can be derived throughout the
system based on the horizontal force required for equilibrium. The solution for this analysis was
coded in matlab, see appendix C.1. This approach assumes that sufficient movement has occurred
to mobilize frictional forces between the blocks and soil (δ). Forces transferred between blocks are
explicitly considered in this approach, translating as frictional component all the way to the blockleveling pad (toe) interaction, a resisting force frequently neglected in design but likely present
resulting in lower-than-expected measured reinforcement loading.
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3.4 Model Verification
To establish the verity of this framework, it was compared to results from existing methods.
For equivalency, the comparison was made using calculated horizontal thrust in coefficient form
(Ka_h), common for estimating reinforcement loading and facing stability in design (e.g. NCMA
1997). The TD approach was translated into Ka_h form by adding the equivalent thrusts at each
wall increment and normalizing it as:
1

Ka _ h 

T
j n

j

cos 

1
H 2
2

(3.8)

The results were then compared to those attained from alternative limit equilibrium
approaches (Leshchinsky et al. 2010, Bowles 1988) and elastic approaches (Jarquio 1981, US
Army 1989) for MSE walls with and without surcharge. A comparison of the TD approach using
LA with Leshchinsky et al. (2010) which employed LE method shows excellent agreement for
Ka_h in consideration of wall batter, interface friction between the wall and backfill and log spiral
mechanism (Figure 3-5). These results, applied as δ/ϕ values of 0° and 20° (for ϕ =30°), yield
slightly lower thrust values at steeper wall batters (e.g. less than 20°) than the conventional
Coulomb approach, but more critical values as the batter increases, suggestive of a more applicable
approach for varying wall geometries.
A common, yet complex design consideration is the presence of a discrete surcharge atop
a reinforced earth structure, necessitating approaches that can account for thrust in the presence of
a concentrated or distributed load. Common approaches to determining earth pressures include
semi-empirical elastic methods that are derived from a Boussinesq distribution (e.g. Mindlin 1936,
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Spangler and Mickle 1956, Juran et al. 1978, Jarquio 1981, US Army Corps of Engineers 1989),
or plasticity-based methods that employ specific failure mechanisms (e.g. Bowles 1988, a method
that used a modified Coulomb method). Elastic methods are a common approach due to their
simplicity in application and their empirical corroboration in monitored walls. However, they do
require assumptions about whether the wall can move, or “yield,” as it approaches a limit state.
For example, Jarquio (1981) used Boussinesqs’ point load solution and integrated it over a
horizontal surface comprised of linear elastic material, finding the lateral pressures for “active”
cases where the wall was “yielding” or “non-yielding”, representative of half- or full realization
of earth pressures from the elastic solution. The US Army Corp of Engineers (1989) also suggests
the use of elastic methods, mainly using Spangler and Mickle ’s (1956) approach, which also
modified the elastic solution to account for “yielding” and “non-yielding” structures, corroborating
results with field instrumentation from actual walls. The assumption that yield occurs is also made
for plasticity-based approaches where an active region forms behind a retaining wall, although
there is an assumed slip surface geometry associated with this active region. For example, Bowles
(1988) applied Coulomb theory (planar failure surface), finding a region of influence on earth
pressures acting between two failure planes originating from the boundaries of a given footing. A
comparison was made using modified Coulomb analysis (Bowles 1988), elastic analyses (Jarquio
1981, US Army Corps of Engineers 1989), and the TD-LA method for a vertical wall Sb=0.1H,
B=0.1H, footing load of q=γH with backfill of ϕ=30° and facing-backfill interaction angle of
δ=2/3ϕ. Despite the different basis of mechanics for the respective approaches, a similar
distribution shape of normaized lateral earth pressures is achieved (Figure 3-6a), an affirmation of
reasonable behavior in the context of the empirical basis of elastic methods. When simplifying
each case into an equivalent horizontal thrust coefficient, Ka_h, that represents the resultant of the
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equivalent horizontal stresses on the wall, the TD-LA approach provides the most critical results
(Figure 3-6b). However, since the basis for elasticity-based methods and plasticity-based methods
are fundamentally different, a comparison was made with Bowles’ (1988) approach, which utilizes
the Coulomb appraoch to determine the earth pressure effects of a strip footing. The equivalent
thrust coefficients for Bowles (1988) approach, Jarquio (1981) , the 2:1 method (FHWA 2001)
and TD-LA demonstrated relative agreement at lower batters (e.g. below 10°, Figure 3-6b) with
TD-LA providing the most critical results.

3.5 Parametric Analysis
A parametric analysis was performed with the TD-LA method to evaluate the combined
effects of various design parameters on MSE walls supporting a statically loaded spread footing,
and provide several convenient design charts for application. The effects of wall height H, wall
batter  , soil internal friction angle ϕ, facing-backfill interface friction angle δ, interblock friction
angle δb, strip footing setback Sb, footing width B and surcharge intensity q are considered. The
reinforced fill was modeled as a cohesionless select material with unit weight of 20 kN/m3 and
default strength characteristics in accordance with AASHTO recommendations, where ϕ = 34°.
The bulk unit weight of facing blocks was set as 24 kN/m3.Reinforcement spacing was considered
to be 0.3 meters in the following analysis.
Figure 3-7 shows the effects of wall height and batter on reinforcement loading where
δ=2/3ϕ, Sb=0.1H, B=0.2H and q=γH. The reinforcement loading was normalized by dividing the
summation of reinforcement loads of all reinforcing layers,

T

max

, by γH2/2,shown in Fig4-7a.

This is similar conceptually to Coulomb’s equivalent lateral earth pressure coefficient as it relates
vertical earth pressures to expected lateral thrust. The maximum reinforcement load of all of the
Tmax values along the wall hieght is defined as Tmax_critical are presented in Figure 3-7b. The value
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Tmax_critical often governs design, as reinforcement selection is frequently dependent on the largest
expected reinforcement load. For the presented wall heights, the normalized

T

max

did not

change drastically; however, Tmax_critical increased in a linear manner as wall height increased. For
consistency, a representative wall height, H=6m, was selected for the following analysis .
Figure 3-8 showed the effects of facing-backfill interface friction, interblock friction and
soil internal friction angle on reinforcement loading for Sb=0.1H, B=0.2H and q=γH, where Figure
3-8a and 3-8b represent a batter of 0°, and Figure 3-8c and 3-8d represent a batter of 20°. Figures
3-8a and 3-8c show the normalized reinforcement loads while Figures 3-8b and 3-8d present
Tmax_critical for different soil internal friction angles. As expected, required reinforcement loading
decreases with increasing wall batter. When the wall interface friction was neglected (δ =0°), the
interblock friction δb had a muted effect on normalized, summed reinforcement loads and max(Tmax)
compared to cases where δ =2 ϕ/3 as the self-weight of the block was the only resisting factor
towards thrust (i.e. downdrag was neglected). When block weight and soil downdrag forces were
accounted for (δ >0°), the resistance towards the soil thrust was increasingly significant, especially
for vertical walls. For example, for a vertical wall with δb=15°, the normalized maximum
reinforcement load decreases by approximately 27% as δ/ϕ is increased from 0 to 0.67. Similarly,
this change in facing-backfill friction yields a 15% decrease in the maximum reinforcement load
when the wall batter was increased to 20°, in part due to maximum reinforcement loading
decreasing with batter. Moreover, the change in backfill shear strength had a critical effect on
reinforcement tensions, especially in vertical walls, manifesting as a reduction of almost 30% when
changing the backfill friction angle from 34° to 45°. This demonstrates that backfill strength is
paramount to reinforcement loading, interface effects aside. As the interblock friction angle
increased to higher value, the reinforcement loading was reduced significantly (Figure 3-8), owing
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to increased resistance against sliding at each block level. In order to present the influence of block
weight and downdrag force, block-block interaction δb was set as 15° and facing-backfill interface
friction δ was set as 2/3ϕ unless otherwise specified in the following analysis.
Figure 3-9 shows the effects of strip footing dimension and placement on reinforcement
loading within the reinforced soil structure. For a footing with a constant surcharge force of
Q=γH2/2, an analysis was performed where both footing setback Sb and footing width B were
changed. Figure 3-9 showed summed reinforcement tensions for a batter of 0° and 20°,
respectively, demonstrating similar trends for both changing footing size and location. As the
footing widened, tensile forces in the reinforcement decreased since the surcharge was distributed
to a larger area an observation that is in agreement with empirical models developed in UK
Department of Transport (1978). Similar to the presented results, increasing wall batter reduced
reinforcement loads, compounding the effects of increasing footing width. For comparison, the
unsurcharged case is presented for both wall batters, demonstrating that as Sb increases,
reinforcement loading approaches that of the unsurcharged case. For example, the normalized
summed reinforcement loading was approximately 0.85 for B=0.1H and Sb=0.1H when wall batter
is 0°, while converging to approximately 0.2 for B=0.4H and Sb=0.8H, already converging upon
the “no footing loading” value of 0.19.

3.6 Discussion
The results presented within this study suggest that wall height, backfill shear strength,
wall batter, facing-backfill friction, interblock friction, block weight and footing location have a
significant influence on the reinforcement loading with reinforced soil structure. The respective
influences of each of these parameters is analyzed to enable a quantifiable measure of each
respective parameter on design considerations. One parameter that may have significant effects on
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reinforcement loading is toe resistance, a parameter which is considered in this analysis although
it is frequently neglected in design various practical reasons. Toe resistance herein refers to the
sliding resistance between the bottom facing block and the underlying foundation soil or leveling
pad, an element that is typically used for constructability purposes and not designed for structural
purposes. In this study, the stacked segmental facing blocks interact with a foundation soil that
shares interface friction properties similar to the backfill-facing interaction, δ. The resisting toe
force is represented by a resultant force, Rt, while Rh is the summation of reinforcement loads for
all levels (

T

max

from the parametric analysis). The ratio of Rt to Rh is presented along with

varying wall batters, footing locations and interaction parameters in Figure 3-10. Figure 3-10a and
3-10b shows Rt/Rh for δ/ϕ of 0 and 0.67, respectively, demonstrating marked differences in the toe
resistance for each case. For example, toe forces can account for over 30% of the resisting force
in vertical walls when δ/ϕ=0.67 as compared to only 13% for the “no interface” case. This implies
that the combined downdrag-toe friction interaction can absorb a significant proportion of the
reinforcement loading that would be realized when not considering for interface friction. Although
friction considered between the blocks and backfill and the toe and foundation soil can create
significant resistance to soil thrust in combination, design parameters including batter and footing
location played important roles in the ratio of resisting forces as well. As batter increased, R t/Rh
decreased, implying that the presence of toe resistance diminished, likely due to less coincidence
of downdrag components with the wall orientation. One counter-intuitive observation was an
increase of Rt/Rh with increasing setback, suggestive of an increased zone of influence from the
vertical surcharge, indirectly inducing larger downdrag forces on the lower portion of the wall and
subsequently the toe. For example, Rt/Rh was 0.33 for Sb = 0.8H and 0.21 for Sb of 0.1H when the
wall was vertical and δ/ϕ=0.67 (Figure 3-10b). One aspect that was not considered in this analysis
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is the role of passive pressures, which may further exaggerate the resistance played by the toe and
the wall facing due to toe embedment, but similar to toe friction, are not considered because of
long-term design considerations (excavation at the toe) as well as the large required movements to
mobilize passive resistance. This study’s purpose is to focus on the frictional interaction between
the various structural components, foundation soils and reinforced soil.
Toe resistance occurred due to the combined effects of block weight, facing-backfill
friction (downdrag) and block-block friction. In order to evaluate the relative impacts of these
effects quantitatively, an analysis was performed with four different scenarios that accounted for
block weight, downdrag, interblock friction and toe resistance (combinations described in Table
3-1). Case 1 was a baseline scenario without interface friction. Case 2 considered block-block
friction and block weight. Case 3 included block-block friction and downdrag, but the blocks were
weightless. Case 4 considered block-block friction, block weight and facing-backfill friction. In
this analysis, the dimensions were Sb=0.1H, B=0.2H, and q=γH (Figure 3-11). Figure 3-11a and 311b demonstrate the significant effects of backfill strength on reinforcement loading for a vertical
wall, which was notable in all four scenarios. For example, the normalized

T

max

encountered in

Case 1 decreased from 0.62 to 0.42 for ϕ = 34° and ϕ= 44°, respectively. Figure 3-11c and 3-11d
demonstrate the influence of wall batter on reinforcement loading for the aforementioned
combinations of interface friction. For steeper reinforced soil walls (e.g. ω<20°), Case 3 was
significantly more beneficial than Case 2, emphasizing the important role that downdrag plays on
mobilized toe resistance, although the weight of the blocks did play a role in adding toe friction.
This effect was still present, albeit more subtle as batters became larger, suggesting the decreasing
role of downdrag with increasing batter. The combined effects of block-block friction, facingbackfill friction and toe resistance on reinforcement loads was considerable, reducing the summed,
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normalized reinforcement load by as much as 33% when comparing Case 1 and Case 4 for vertical
walls. However, these considerations became less critical as wall batter increased due to the muted
effects of downdrag with gentler walls.
This analytical model accounts for the complex interaction of various structural
components in reinforced soil walls, yielding not only the summed reinforcement loads or
maximum reinforcement load, but the distribution of thrust along the wall facing, an important
consideration for reinforced soil walls supporting spread footings. The effects of soil internal
friction angle, wall batter, footing setback and surcharge intensity on reinforcement load
distribution are shown in Figure 3-12. For simplicity in presenting instructive results, the footing
width was kept as 0.2H. Soil shear strength was varied in Figure 3-12a and held constant as ϕ=34°
in Figure 3-12b, 3-12c and 3-12d. As the internal angle of friction increased, the maximum
reinforcement load location shifted downwards. For example, the location of maximum
reinforcement load when ϕ=25° was approximately 0.7H above the toe and only 0.4H above the
toe when ϕ=45°, suggestive that placing either stronger reinforcements or a larger quantity of
reinforcements at the crest may enable acceptable design for weaker soils, less critical for stronger
backfills. Wall batter was considered in Figure 3-12b and was held constant at 0° for Figure 3-12a,
3-12c and 3-12d. Footing setback was varied in Figure 3-12c and held constant as 0.1H for Figure
3-12a, 3-12b and 3-12d. As wall batter or footing setback increased, the maximum reinforcement
load location shifted further down the elevation of the wall, realizing larger loads for smaller
batters or larger footing setbacks. The reason that the maximum reinforcement load increased with
larger footing setback is that the translated earth pressures from the surcharge increasingly
coincided with the lower section of the wall – the location where larger earth pressures existed
without a surcharge. In this scenario, the upper section of wall realized lower earth pressures as
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the footing had little or no influence. An analysis of reinforcement loading under surcharge loading
was performed – the surcharge pressure was held constant as γH in Figure 3-12a, 3-12b, and 3-12c
and varied in Figure 3-12d. Increasing surcharge intensity tended to shift the location of maximum
reinforcement load upwards, although the shift was subtle. The magnitude of reinforcement load,
as expected, increased significantly with larger surcharge intensities, suggesting that an increased
quantity of reinforcements in the upper half of the wall (i.e. smaller vertical spacing between
reinforcement layers at the wall crest) may accommodate larger surcharges from discrete footings.
Current design for reinforced soil walls typically uses uniform vertical spacing of reinforcements,
which is sensible for structures not supporting spread footings. However, the peaks in earth
pressure distribution that occur due to the presence of a discrete surcharge suggest that design may
benefit from accommodating dense reinforcement spacing, stronger reinforcements, or longer
reinforcements along a selected portion of a wall (e.g. the crest). The effects of reinforcement
vertical spacing and strength may potentially be tailored using the framework presented within this
study.
When used for bridge superstructure support, geosynthetic reinforced structures may
encounter not only vertical loads transmitted through a spread footing, but horizontal loads that
must be accounted for in design. These loads may occur for a variety of reasons, but can often be
attributed to thermal effects on bridge deck length, vehicular loading/braking, and loading
eccentricity (Simac and Elton 2010). Due to the relevance of these scenarios, it was considered in
this analytical model and sensitivity analysis, shown in Figure 3-13. To examine the effects of
horizontal footing load on reinforcement loading, a baseline reinforced wall supporting a vertical
2

surcharge was analyzed (H=6 m, ω=0°, B=1.0 m, q=150kPa, ϕ=34°,  = 3 𝜙) with lateral loads of
0, 5, 10 and 20% of the surcharge applied as an additional lateral load to the vertical surcharge.
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These selected values for lateral loading coincide with values used in previous literature for lateral
loading of footings on reinforced soil (Skinner and Rowe 2005), which adopted horizontal loading
of 5 kN/m to 11kN/m for a respective vertical footing load of 125kN/m. To highlight the effects
of footing location under lateral loading, setbacks of 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 meters were used in Figure
3-13a, 13b and 13c, respectively, demonstrating that horizontal loading contributed to higher
required reinforcement strength in the upper section of wall, shifting downwards with increasing
setback.

3.7 Conclusions
An analytical model that calculates reinforcement loading with reinforced soil walls while
considering a supported strip footing, interface friction between blocks, downdrag between the
backfill and facing, and toe resistance is presented. The framework uses limit analysis to iteratively
apply a log spiral failure mechanism using a top-down approach (TD-LA framework). Notable
conclusions from this analysis include:
1. Horizontal earth pressures derived from the TD-LA framework exhibit satisfactory
agreement with LE analysis, the Coulomb method and elasticity-based approaches for
cases with and without strip footing.
2. Normalized reinforcement loads did not vary significantly for walls of moderate height
(e.g. <12 meters). However, the maximum critical maximum reinforcement loading
realized an linear increase as wall hieght increased, a sensible observation considering the
relationship between earth pressures and wall hieght squared. These effects were reduced
by the inclusion of interface friction between the backfill and facing units and/or the
interblock friction.
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3. The presence of toe friction may play a major role in reinforcement loading, especially
when considering soil downdrag. These effects are exaggerated when considering block
weight, increased interblock friction, or increased toe friction, manifesting as an increasing
Rt/Rh ratio. Inversely, increasing batter reduces the effects of toe resistance, likely because
the influence of the downdrag components become less significant. The Rt/Rh ratio has
positive correlation with footing setback.
4. Block weight has less of an effect on reinforcement loading than facing-backfill friction,
which induces downward forces, especially when wall batter is small. Notably, the
combined effects of block-block friction, facing-backfill friction and toe resistance on
reinforcement loading can be significant, reducing reinforcement loads by as much as 33%.
However, these effects diminish with increasing batter.
5. Horizontal earth pressures can be derived for specific locations along the elevation of a
wall, informing reinforcement selection and design for vertical spacing. For a uniform
vertical spacing of reinforcements and surcharge placed upon the reinforced soil, an
increase in internal angle of friction, wall batter and/or footing setback will shift the
maximum reinforcement load down along the wall elevation. Conversely, weak soils,
footings placed close to the wall face and/or vertical walls demonstrate larger earth
pressures at the upper portion of the wall, a phenomenon that can govern design. Similarly,
an increase in surcharge will shift the observed maximum reinforcement loading further up
the wall height.
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3.9 Tables

Table 3-1 Overview of study on interface friction.
scenario

Model Conditions

Case 1

No Interface Friction

Case 2

Toe; Block-Block Friction; Block Weight

Case 3

Toe; Block-Block Friction; Backfill-face Friction

Case 4

Toe; Block-Block Friction; Backfill-face Friction; Block Weight
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3.10 Figures

Figure 3-1 Notation and conventions used in analyses
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Figure 3-2 Log spiral slip surface and notations
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Figure 3-3 Calculation algorithm for reinforcement load
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Figure 3-4 Specific details of facing force consideration

Figure 3-5 Comparison of horizontal thrust coefficient for (a) walls without backfill-facing
interface friction, and (b) with backfill-facing interface friction
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Figure 3-6 Comparison of (a) Lateral earth pressure distribution; (b) Horizontal thrust
coefficient for structures surcharged by strip footing
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Figure 3-7 The effects of wall height and batter on reinforcement loading
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Figure 3-8 The effects of facing-backfill interface friction, interblock friction and soil friction
angle on reinforcement loading
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Figure 3-9 The effects of footing setback, footing width on reinforcement loading
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Figure 3-10 Ratio between toe resistance and summed reinforcement forces for varying wall
batters
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Figure 3-11 Evaluation of influence of interface friction
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Figure 3-12 Reinforcement load distribution with different (a) internal friction angle (b) wall
batter (c) footing setback and (d) surcharge intensity
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Figure 3-13 Influence of horizontal footing loading on reinforcement load distribution with (a)
Sb=0.5m (b) Sb=1.0m (c) Sb=2.0m
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CHAPTER 4: MULTI-MECHANISM EVALUATION OF BEARING
CAPACITY ON GEOSYNTHETIC-REINFORCED SOIL
STRUCTURES
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4.1 Abstract
This study aims to develop a limit equilibrium approach estimate the bearing capacity of
strip footings placed on geosynthetic-reinforced soil structures (GRSS). In order to assess the
multiple mechanisms that may govern the ultimate resistance sustained by GRSS, logarithmicspiral, two-part wedge, two-sided general shear, one-sided general shear and failure above the
uppermost geosynthetic mechanisms are proposed. Each of these mechanisms is assessed
considering geometry, geotechnical properties and geosynthetic pullout and rupture, where upon
a custom algorithm selects the minimum, critical bearing capacity and associated failure
mechanism for design. Additionally, the effects of foundations placed near the transition between
reinforced and unreinforced soil are evaluated. In consideration of these factors, both mechanism
and bearing capacity attained from this analysis are compared with rigorous numerical models
demonstrating good agreement. The multi-mechanism approach is then extended towards
assessing the bearing capacity in consideration of various geometric configurations and material
properties. Finally, a set of dimensionless design charts are presented for convenient assessment
of bearing capacity of strip footings placed on GRSS.
4.2 Introduction
Geosynthetic-reinforced soil structures (GRSS) is a demonstrated, economical means of
earth retention and slope stabilization and in recent years, bridge support. Placement of bridgesupporting strip footings on GRSS, known as “true” bridge abutments, forgoes the need for
expensive pile foundations and reduces the occurrence of the “bump” at the transitional zone
between the approach embankment and bridge deck. GRSS design includes evaluation of the
service limit state (SLS), ultimate limit state (ULS), and extreme limit state (ELS; Nicks et al.
2016). Use of GRSS with closely-spaced reinforcements has demonstrated their good performance
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under serviceability conditions attributed to composite behavior of the reinforced mass (Ketchart,
1997, Abu-Hejleh et al. 2000, Elias et al. 2001). However, evaluation of ULS must consider a limit
state, conventionally evaluated through Limit Equilibrium (LE) or Limit Analysis (LA)
approaches. Evaluating the ULS requires evaluation of various potential failure mechanisms,
particularly when considering reinforced soil or proximity to a slope (Leshchinsky 2015,
Leshchinsky and Xie 2016). When considering ULS on GRSS, one must consider the contributions
of structure geometry, reinforcement spacing, soil-reinforcement interaction, mobilization of
reinforcement tension, footing location, and footing size. To date, research that have focused on
the ULS of bearing resistance of GRSS structures includes semi-empirical approaches (Adams et
al. 2014), experimental testing (Selvadurai and Gnanendran 1989, Yoo 2001, Xiao et al. 2016),
and numerical modelling (Yoo and Kim 2008). However, there are few analytical solutions for
evaluating bearing capacity on reinforced structures considering (1) multiple failure mechanisms
and (2) the relationship between footing location and reinforced structure geometry.
Numerous laboratory-scale experimental studies have been performed to evaluate the loadcarrying behavior of reinforced soil. Selvadurai and Gnanendran (1989) conducted a test with a
footing located at the crest of a 400 mm tall slope reinforced with one layer of geogrid,
demonstrating that reinforcement properties (stiffness, tensile tension) and location influence
bearing capacity. Huang et al. (1994) performed scaled tests where reinforced and unreinforced
slopes were loaded to failure with a strip footing, observing that the bearing capacity is
significantly improved by reinforcement location. Lee and Manjunath (2000) demonstrated that
bearing capacity decreases with increasing slope angle and decreasing clearance between the crest
and footing. Yoo (2001) performed laboratory-scale tests on a geogrid-reinforced slope to validate
finite element analyses, concluding that (1) the zone of shear for reinforced slope was wider and
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deeper than the unreinforced case and (2) the footing location and reinforced extents greatly
influence realized bearing capacity. Similar tests on marginal backfills, such as soft clay (El
Sawwaf 2007) and flyash (Choudhary et al. 2010), have demonstrated similar trends. Xiao et al.
(2016) conducted a series of tests on small-scale, vertical geogrid reinforced walls with a
segmental block facing, investigating the relationship between bearing capacity, footing location,
footing width, reinforcement length, and connection type. This study observed a transition in
failure mechanism as the footing location was placed further from the wall face, transitioning from
a two-part wedge to a log-spiral, and eventually a general shear failure when the clearance was
sufficiently large.
Owing to the constraints in labor, material needs and loading capacity, few large-scale
loading tests have been performed on reinforced slope or wall-supported foundations. Bathurst et
al. (2003) performed an experimental investigation evaluating bearing capacity of a strip footing
placed on unreinforced and geosynthetic-reinforced slopes with a height of 3.4 meters. The
reinforced slope exhibited a bearing capacity of up to double that of the unreinforced control case.
Yoo and Kim (2008) tested a 5 m tall, geogrid-reinforced wall with a distributed surcharge load.
Their results were further extrapolated using three-dimensional finite element models. With these
numerical models, they demonstrated that the current design guidelines tend to overestimate the
surcharge-induced reinforcement loading.
Due to the complexity associated with the ULS of reinforced soil, there are limited
analytical methods that evaluate bearing capacity of shallow foundations on reinforced soil
structures. Zhao (1996a) developed slip line solutions for reinforced soils to calculate the limit
loads on geosynthetic-reinforced soil slopes, treating the reinforced mass as a composite. Within
this study, stress characteristic fields were investigated to better understand developed regions of
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plasticity within the reinforced mass. Zhao (1996b) built on this work, presenting a kinematicallyadmissible limit analysis approach that assessed the internal stability of geosynthetic-reinforced
soil slopes in consideration of rotational and translational mechanisms. Jahanandish and Keshavarz
(2005) extended the slip-line method to analyze the bearing capacity of spread footings on
geosynthetic-reinforced soil structures under seismic loading. Wu and Pham (2013) developed an
analytical solution for evaluating the load-carrying capacity of closely-spaced geosyntheticreinforced soil, treating the reinforced structure as a composite. The composite behavior of the
reinforced soil was evaluated with a modified cohesive shear strength representative of the effects
of closely-spaced reinforcements. Similar to the work of Wu and Pham (2013), studies by Zhao
(1996a, 1996b) and Jahanandish and Keshavarz (2005) considered the reinforced soil as a single,
composite material. However, there are limited analytical methods that can evaluate the multiple
failure mechanisms associated with the interaction of GRSS geometry, soil properties, and discrete
reinforcements.
The bearing capacity of foundations placed upon GRSS has been assessed using slope
stability analyses. Using Janbu’s generalized slope stability analysis, Huang and Tatsuoka (1994)
developed an analytical method considering composite failure surfaces to evaluate the stability of
reinforced sand slopes. Haza et al. (2000) used an LE-based double wedge method to evaluate the
stability of a GRSS subject to localized loading from a strip footing. Blatz and Bathurst (2003)
adopted the conventional two-part wedge LE approach to predict the bearing capacity of a strip
footing placed on the crest of geosynthetic-reinforced slopes based on comparisons to large-scale
experimental results (Bathurst et al., 2003). Ausilio (2014) used upper-bound limit analysis to
develop the seismic bearing capacity of strip footings placed close to the crest of geosyntheticreinforced soil structures using a log-spiral mechanism. Xiao et al. (2016) compared rotational and
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two-part wedge stability analyses, finding that the latter often governed. They noted that bearing
capacity increased with footing setback, but dropped as the footing reached the transitional zone
between the reinforced fill and retained soil. Xie and Leshchinsky (2015) used computational
upper-bound limit analysis to evaluate the bearing capacity of spread footings on soil with varying
reinforcement spacing and reinforcement strength, noting a log-spiral mechanism when the footing
was placed close to the slope face, transitioning to more complex, two-sided or one-sided
mechanisms when the footing was sufficiently distant from the wall facing. As footing setback
increases, the failure mechanism transitions to an asymmetrical two-sided or one-sided general
shear failure mechanism, as observed in experiments (Turker et al. 2014).
There is no unified approach towards evaluating bearing capacity on GRSS because the
mechanism for failure is inherently dependent on footing location, soil properties, wall/slope
geometry, soil-reinforcement interaction, and mobilization of reinforcement tensile tension. For
example, the log-spiral mechanism has been observed under various numerical and physical
experiments on bearing capacity, particularly when the footing is close to the slope face and/or the
slope inclination is steep (e.g. Selvadurai and Gnanendran 1989; Huang et al. 1994; Sommers and
Viswanadham 2009). However, the two-part wedge failure surface has been observed in other
relevant studies, particularly apparent when the footing is close to the slope and the inclination
was gentle (Gourc et al.1995; Bathurst et al. 2003, Xiao et al. 2016). Xie and Leshchinsky (2015)
observed a transition from a log-spiral to asymmetrical two-sided, general shear mechanism with
increasing clearance from a GRSS face. Failure above the uppermost reinforcement has also been
recognized as a common failure mechanism of strip footing located at the reinforced soil (Binquet
and Lee 1975; Wayne et al. 1998). In this study, five different failure mechanisms – two-part
wedge, log-spiral, two-sided, one-sided general shear mechanisms, and failure above the
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uppermost geosynthetic - were considered simultaneously to evaluate the bearing capacity on
GRSS. The results of this analysis are presented in a series of normalized design charts with
varying reinforcement tensile tension, footing location, footing width, wall height, and wall batter.
By accounting for these parameters, the transition in failure mechanism and bearing capacity can
be defined for various design scenarios. The observed transition in mechanism is important as it
captures the influence of the proximity of shallow foundations near a GRSS face or near the
retained soil.
4.3 Theoretical Framework
In this study, a rigid strip footing of width B is placed at a distance of Sb from the top of the
slope with a clearance of St from the transitional zone between reinforced and retained backfill
(see Figure 4-1). The GRSS has a height of H and an inclination of β. Geosynthetic reinforcements
with tensile tension Ti are evenly placed throughout the height of the GRSS at a vertical spacing
of Sv and length Lreinf, the distance from footing to the top layer of reinforcement is u. The footing
supports a surcharge pressure of q (or Q as a resultant force) and is considered to have a rough
interface with the underlying soil. The reinforced and retained soils are both cohesionless materials
with an internal angle of friction ′and unit weight . The effects of footing embedment, footing
shape, and cohesion are ignored in the presented analyses, which generally provides more
conservative results.
In order to characterize bearing capacity and its associated mode of failure for particular
geometric conditions, an algorithm that optimized multiple failure mechanisms was developed.
This approach evaluated five potential failure modes: a logarithmic-spiral, a two-part wedge, an
asymmetric two-sided general shear failure, a failure above the uppermost geosynthetic, and a onesided general shear failure (Figure 4-1). The bearing capacity and associated mechanism is
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determined incrementally for increasing depth from the base of the footing downwards throughout
the wall height. For each scenario considering the influence of the GRSS face, the minimum
bearing capacity force (Qult) is determined from the four mechanisms (log-spiral, Qult-ls; two-part
wedge, Qult-tpw; two-sided general shear failure, Qult-tsgs; failure above the uppermost reinforcement,
Qult-faur). Similarly, the bearing capacity was calculated for a one-sided general shear mechanism
in consideration of proximity to the transition between reinforced and retained soil. The bearing
capacity (Qult-crit) for a given geometric and material configuration is determined as the minimum
(Qult) determined from the five mechanisms.
4.3.1 Log-spiral mechanism
A log-spiral failure surface was employed to assess curvilinear, one-sided compound
slope stability mechanism that may govern when surcharge is large, batter is steep or mobilized
tension in the reinforcements is small. This mode of failure is assumed to initiate at the far edge
of the footing and exit through a critical point on the wall face. The reinforced soil mass rotates
as a rigid body about the log-spiral center O (Figure 4-2). The geometry of the failure surface is
described by the log-spiral equation as:

r  ro e ( o ) tan 

(4.1)

where ro is the radius at the initial angle θo (Figure 4-2), and ϕ′ is the internal angle of friction.
The moment induced by soil weight can be written as:

M W  ro3 ( f1  f 2  f 3 )

(4.2)

where γ is unit weight of soil, and f1, f2 and f3 can be defined as:

f1 

(3 tan  ' cos  h  sin  h ) exp(3( h   o ) tan  ' )  3 tan  ' cos  o  sin  o
3(1  9 tan 2  ' )
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where L = Sb + B. The moment induced from the surcharge load q is:
M Q  qB(ro cos  o 

B
)
2

(4.4)

The moment due to reinforcement is calculated as:
N

M D  ro  Ti (sin  o 
i 1

zi
)
ro

(4.5)

where Ti is the mobilized reinforcement tensile tension, and zi is the depth of reinforcement.
By equating the moment induced from the footing and soil weight to the moment due to
reinforcement, the bearing capacity of strip footing can be expressed as:
N

qultls 

zi
)  ro3 ( f1  f 2  f 3 )
ro
B
B(ro cos  o  )
2

ro  Ti (sin  o 
i 1

(4.6)

4.3.2 Two-part wedge mechanism
Similar to the log-spiral mechanism, a two-part wedge mechanism was used to evaluate
bearing capacity that manifested as a one-sided slope failure, albeit along the reinforcement-soil
interface. The two-part wedge failure surface exhibits a bilinear shape and, assumed to initiate at
the far edge of the footing at an angle 1 and exit horizontally along a given reinforcement (Figure
4-3). Using force equilibrium of a driving wedge (Wedge 1), the interwedge force P, acting at an
angle  from the horizontal, can be determined. The interwedge force is a driving force on the
resisting wedge (Wedge 2) can be expressed as:
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P

Q  W1
cos  ( A1B1 tan  )

(4.7)

where Q is the surcharge load applied on top of structure, W1 is the weight of wedge 1. δ is the
interwedge friction angle, and

1
sin  1  tan  ' cos  1

(4.8)

B1  cos 1  tan ' sin 1

(4.9)

A1 

The interwedge friction angle of  should be between zero and ϕ′, which may have a
significant influence on the outcome of the analysis. Blatz and Bathurst (2003) assumed  as zero,
while Leshchinsky (1994) recommended a value of  between 2/3ϕ′ and ϕ′. In this analysis,  is
assumed as 2/3ϕ′ for consistency. The required horizontal force to satisfy equilibrium of Wedge 2,
PA, is calculated as:
N

PA  P cos   tan  r (W2  P sin  )   Ti

(4.10)

i 1

where W2 is the weight of Wedge 2, δr is the friction angle between soil and reinforcement, Ti is
the mobilized reinforcement tensile tension in layer i, which is assumed to act in the horizontal
direction. For a prescribed bilinear failure mechanism, the required minimum Qult-tpw corresponds
to the solution attained when PA = 0. The critical Qult-tpw can be captured by searching all possible
bilinear failure mechanisms at a given height. Then, the expression for bearing capacity of the strip
footing can be defined as:

qulttpw 
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Qulttpw
B

(4.11)

4.3.3 Two-sided general shear mechanism
A two-sided general shear mechanism was considered to capture bearing failure when
plasticity occurs on both sides of the footing. This mechanism, assumed to be symmetrical for
horizontal ground conditions, may exhibit asymmetrical geometry based on the proximity to the
GRSS face (Figure 4-4). For the symmetric case, the base angle of active wedge ABC is commonly
assumed to be ϕ′ (Terzaghi 1943) or 45°+ ϕ′/2 (Meyerhof 1963; Vesic 1973). In this study, the
active wedge under the footing is not assumed to be symmetrical. To capture potential asymmetry,
a search function is adopted for the base angle of ABC, enabling a search range from ϕ′ to 45°+
ϕ′

/2 for both 1 and 2. For a pair of 1 and 2, the failure surface closer to the GRSS face is a log-

spiral CD that spans between AC and AD. The pole of this surface (O1) lies on the projection of
AD at a length d from point A (Figure 4-4). Similarly, the log-spiral that fails away from the GRSS
face follows similar geometric constraints.
By considering moment equilibrium about O1 and O2 for left side and right side (Figure 44b), the passive forces on edge AC and BC are derived as follows:

P1 

W1lW 1  Pd 1l Pd 1
l P1

(4.12)

(4.13)
W2 lW 2  Pd 2 l Pd 2
lP2
where W1 and W2 are the weights of wedges ACDE and BCGH, respectively. Pd1 and Pd2 are

P2 

passive forces acting on edges DE and GH. lW1 and lW2 are distances from O1 to direction of W1
and O2 to direction of W2. lPd1 and lPd2 are distances from O1 to direction of Pd1 and O2 to direction
of Pd2. lP1 and lP2 are distances from O1 to direction of P1 and O2 to direction of P2.
If the slope face intersects with passive region at left side of DE (Figure 4-4c), the
expression for passive resistance Pd1 is equal to
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2

(4.14)

where SFIJ is the area of triangle FIJ. If the slope face intersects with passive earth region at right
side of DE (Figure 4-4d), the value for Pd1 is zero and W1 is the weight for region ACIJ.
Reinforcements are incorporated by considering intersection with an area of influence
beneath the footing. Huang and Tatsuoka (1990) demonstrated the bearing capacity in sand can be
largely increased by reinforcing the zone immediately beneath the footing with reinforcement
length equal to the footing width. Yoo (2001) demonstrated that significant improvements in
bearing capacity are attained primarily from reinforcements directly underneath a footing. Hence,
reinforcements intersecting a potential failure surface are only incorporated when they are within
a zone of influence, in this case constituting of a width B (see Figure 4-4a). Here, PT1 and PT2
represent the resisting forces on edge AC and BC equal to
N

PT 1 

T z
i 1

i

i1

l PT 1
N

PT 2 

(4.15)

T z
i 1

i

(4.16)
i2

l PT 2

where zi1 is the distance from pole O1 to specified reinforcement layer, zi2 is the distance from pole
O2 to specified reinforcement layer. lPT1 and lPT2 are distances from O1 to direction of PT1 and from
O2 to direction of PT2. With Equations 4.12-4.16, the bearing capacity on the GRSS is defined as:

qulttsgs 

( P1  PT 1 ) cos( 1   )  ( P2  PT 2 ) cos( 2   )
B
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(4.17)

This process is iterated in an algorithm that is used to find the critical combination of 1,

2, and pole location by means of minimizing qult-tsgs, outlined in Figure 4-5. When the process is
completed, both the bearing capacity and its corresponding failure geometry are determined.
4.3.4 The failure above the uppermost geosynthetic
Another bearing capacity mechanism considered in this analysis is that of the failure above
the uppermost geosynthetic, which was observed by Binquet and Lee (1975). When the distance
between footing and the uppermost reinforcement is large enough, cases of footing located far
away from the slope facing or the reinforcement possessing high strength would be governed by
this kind of failure mechanism. Mandel and Salencon (1972) developed a model to calculate the
bearing capacity of the footing with an existence of a rigid base. The test results for reinforced
sands almost fall within the trend of theoretical solutions (Wayne et al, 1998), see Figure 4-6. The
results from Figure 4-6 was adopted in this study to calculate bearing capacity of strip footing for
the failure above the uppermost geosynthetic. In this figure, soil strength property ϕ′, footing width
and distance from footing to uppermost reinforcement u has to be given.
For a given case, if normalized distance from footing to uppermost reinforcement u/B and
soil strength property ϕ′ are known, the bearing capacity ratio (BCR) can be derived from Figure
4-6, then the bearing capacity of reinforced soil for this failure mechanism can be calculated by
qult-faur = BCR * qu(unreinf), in which qu(unreinf) is the bearing capacity derived from Eq. (4.17) for
unreinforced case.
4.3.5 One-sided general shear mechanism
The final bearing capacity mechanism considered in this analysis is that of a one-sided
failure, observed when a footing is located near the transition between retained and reinforced soil
(Figure 4-7). With this mechanism, shear strength is mobilized on both sides of the active wedge
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underneath the footing. Due to the increased strength of reinforced soil, the shear mechanism has
a propensity to exit through the weaker, unreinforced retained soil. In this scenario, P1, P2 and PT2
are accounted for using the same definitions shown in Eq. 4.12, 4.13 and 4.16. The expression for
bearing capacity considering a one-sided general shear mechanism is hence defined as:
qultosgs 

P1 cos(1   )  ( P2  PT 2 ) cos( 2   )
B

(4.18)

Knowing the geometric configuration of the GRSS (H, β, u, sv, Lreinf), the backfill (, ′)
and the footing (B, Sb, St) and the mobilized reinforcement tensions (Ti), the bearing capacity
considering a log-spiral, two-part wedge, asymmetric, two-sided general shear and one sided
general shear failure mechanisms and failure above the uppermost geosynthetic can be considered.
The proposed Log-Spiral, Two-Part Wedge and Two-Sided General Shear mechanisms proposed
in this study are validated by laboratory tests, see Appendix A. Of the bearing capacities
determined from the log-spiral, two-part wedge, asymmetric two-sided general shear and failure
above the uppermost geosynthetic mechanisms, the lowest value and its associated mode of failure
will govern the case for footing under the influence of slope facing, the bearing capacity derived
from one-sided general shear mechanism will govern the case for footing under the influence of
retained soil. The lower value of these two cases yield the bearing capacity for a given
configuration. However, there are various assumptions associated with the required distribution
and magnitude of mobilized reinforcement tensions, described in further detail in the following
section.
4.4 Mobilized Reinforcement Tensile Resistance
The described approach presents a means of evaluating the bearing capacity of strip
footings on GRSS; however, implicit in appropriate application of this method is use of reasonable
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estimation of mobilized reinforcement tensile tension, Ti. Assessing the distribution of mobilized
reinforcement resistance is a function of surcharge load, material extensibility, interaction with
surrounding soil, and soil properties (Hatami and Bathurst, 2006). For limit state analyses, it is
often assumed that the factored reinforcement rupture capacity (Tult) may be assumed for each
reinforcement layer (Leshchinsky and Boedeker, 1989; Blatz and Bathurst, 2003).
However, it is apparent that geosynthetic reinforcements, particularly when placed in
multiple layers, do not reach rupture as the surrounding soil reaches the critical state at smaller
strains in comparison to those required to rupture geosynthetic reinforcements (Sommers and
Viswanadham, 2009; Allen and Bathurst, 2013). One conservative means of estimating the
distribution of tensile tension within reinforcements is to assume that mobilized tension varies
inversely to increasing quantities of reinforcement layers with depth. Within this study, the
approach of Binquet and Lee (1975) is used for its simplicity and its agreement with comparison
to scaled experimental tests evaluating bearing capacity on reinforced soil. This approach states
that for N layers of reinforcement, the mobilized tension in a reinforcement is defined as:

Ti 

(4.19)

T1
i

where i is the number of layers within the failure zone and T1 is the mobilized reinforcement force
in the top layer. It is reasonable to assume that T1 may be equivalent to Tult as the strains beneath
the footing are large enough to rupture a reinforcement layer near the footing before those
underneath the first layer. Furthermore, using this assumed distribution, the results demonstrate
reasonable agreement with data reported by Yoo and Kim (2008). Another approach is that of
Sharma et al. (2009), which considers elastic settlement and corresponding reinforcement
mobilization under loading through modification of the Schmertmann et al. (1978) approach.
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However, this approach necessitates knowledge of the soil stiffness and correction factors for
materials and geometry. Alternatively, Liu and Won (2014) developed an analytical approach
towards evaluating horizontal strains and forces in reinforcements assuming full strain
compatibility at the location of the maximum reinforcement tensile tension. This was done through
consideration of a hyperbolic-stress-strain relationship that considered dilative behavior of the soil,
but does not consider the effects of a discrete surcharge. These methods demonstrate utility that
could be incorporated into the proposed method. However, we have elected to use the approach
proposed by Binquet and Lee (1975) for one- and two-sided shear mechanisms as it is easy to
implement and demonstrates reasonable agreement with field studies and numerical models (Yoo
and Kim 2008). For log-spiral and two-part wedge mechanisms, the factored reinforcement rupture
capacity (Tult) is assigned to each reinforcement layer. This assumption is conservative, but is
consistent with the current state-of-practice for assessing ULS for internal stability of reinforced
soil structures.

4.5 Comparison of Analytical Solutions with Numerical Simulations
The presented mechanisms demonstrate a rational means of assessing the bearing capacity
of GRSS under reasonable combinations of geometry, reinforcement configuration, and material
properties. However, the critical mechanism (i.e. the kinematics that demonstrate the lowest
calculated bearing capacity) transitions with changing input properties. Hence, the proposed model
is compared with the results from laboratory test (see Appendix A) and finite element package that
employs upper-bound computational limit analysis (UB-LA, OptumG2) to determine a solution
and its associated collapse mechanism. In these comparisons, a strip footing (B = 1 m) is placed
on the reinforced backfill (ϕ′ = 34°, γ = 20 kN/m3, Sv= 0.5 m) of GRSS with a height of H = 6 m
and a slope inclination (β) ranging from 70° to 90°. The primary variable in this comparison was
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footing setback (Sb), which was varied from 0.5B to 6B. The reinforcement strength was also varied
from 10kN/m to 100kN/m, demonstrating notable influence on the realized bearing capacity and
failure mechanism.
To prevent numerical issues stemming from superficial facing failures (i.e. when β >ϕ′), a
thin, 0.1 meter thick set of elements were placed at the slope face and assigned a small amount of
cohesion (10 kPa) in addition to the frictional strength. Each numerical model was discretized
using 6000 elements and an adaptive meshing algorithm that refined the discretization of the
observed yield surface and the accuracy of the computed collapse loads was adopted in the analysis.
For this model, the basal and retained boundaries were fixed (Figure 4-8).
A comparison of calculated bearing capacity is first presented for a case where the
reinforcements are sufficiently long enough to limit the influence of geometry to only the slope
face (i.e. the retained soil is ignored). These results, shown in Figures 4-9 and 4-10, are done for
slope inclinations of 90°and 70°, respectively. Shown in these figures are the bearing capacities
calculated from four mechanisms (log spiral, two-part wedge, two-sided and failure above the
uppermost geosynthetic), the bearing capacity, and the solution determined from Limit Analysis.
For illustrative purposes, selected mechanisms are shown in Figure 4-11 to compare both
analytical and numerical approaches. For steeper slopes reinforced with weaker reinforcements
(β=90° and T = 10 kN/m), the critical bearing capacity tends to be governed by a log-spiral as the
two-part wedge, two-sided general shear and failure above the uppermost geosynthetic
mechanisms yield higher bearing capacities (see Figure 4-9a). As the reinforcement strength
increases (T = 20k N/m), the bearing capacity is still governed by a log-spiral mechanism when
setback is less than 5B, but transitions to a two-sided general shear mechanism for greater setbacks.
The critical failure surfaces from proposed methods are shown in Figure 4-11a and 4-11b for T =
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20 kN/m and setbacks of 2B and 5B respectively, exhibiting good agreement with displacement
vectors from the numerical model. For GRSS with stronger reinforcements (T = 50 kN/m and 100
kN/m), the two-sided general shear mechanism tends to govern when footing near the slope and
then failure above the uppermost geosynthetic governs as footing setback is larger than 3B. As the
slope becomes less steep, the same trends are still demonstrated, although the bearing capacity
increases. That is, the log-spiral still governs for weaker reinforcement (i.e. T = 10 and 20 kN/m)
and smaller footing setbacks (i.e. less than 5B). Stronger reinforcement results in a two-sided
general shear mechanism when footing is near to the slope, demonstrating better agreement with
the results from LA (Figure 4-11c). As the footing setback increases, the failure surface transitions
to a failure above the uppermost geosynthetic (see Figure 4-11d) that is also captured in the
numerical model.
In general, the four proposed failure mechanisms for bearing capacity on GRSS sufficiently
capture relevant failure modes for different reinforcement properties, slope geometries, and footing
setbacks when failure is governed by the presence of a slope. The proposed solutions are
comparable to those derived from robust numerical models that do not assume failure mechanisms
a priori. The maximum difference between the presented numerical models and proposed solutions
for different cases is typically within 10%.
As the footing location nears the end of the reinforced soil, the critical failure mechanism
has a propensity to become one-sided and exit through the unreinforced, retained soil. This
mechanism is assessed in the analytical approach and the results from this mechanism are
compared to those from computational LA (Figure 4-12). When St, the clearance between the
footing and the retained soil, is greater than approximately 0.25B-0.5B, the bearing capacity is
relatively constant. This is because the reinforcement is symmetrically distributed within the zone
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of influence beneath the footing, resulting in a two-sided shear failure. As the footing begins to
overlap the retained soil (i.e. St<0.25B), a one-side mechanism becomes more apparent and a drop
in bearing capacity is observed in both the proposed method and LA simulations. Figure 4-13
shows a comparison of virtual displacement vectors for St changing from 0.25B to -0.25B from
UB-LA and the failure mechanisms from the proposed method. It is obvious that the virtual
displacement vector from numerical modelling is consistent with failure mechanisms from the
proposed method for different reinforcement strength and footing setback. Eventually, a symmetric,
two-sided shear failure and a constant bearing capacity are converged upon when St is less than 0.5B (Figure 4-12). This stems from the reinforced soil being outside of the zone of influence of
the failure mechanism. This comparison demonstrates reasonable agreement of both mechanism
and calculated bearing capacity when a footing nears the transitional zone between reinforced and
retained soil.

4.6 Results and Discussion
In this framework, multiple failure mechanisms are used to evaluate the influences of
backfill properties, structure geometry, and reinforcement strength on the bearing capacity of
footings placed on GRSS. Each of these mechanisms governs under different combinations of
design parameters. This section will focus on investigating the influences of the aforementioned
design parameters and synthesizing selected solutions into a series of dimensionless charts for
convenient application. Throughout this section, the normalized bearing capacity is presented as a
pressure (q) normalized to backfill unit weight () and footing width (B), defined as:
𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝐵𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑁𝛾 =

𝑞
0.5𝛾𝐵

(4.20)

These solutions are presented for a series of reinforcement strengths (T) normalized to
vertical reinforcement spacing (Sv) and backfill unit weight, defined as:
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𝑘𝑡
𝛾𝐵

where

𝑘𝑡 =

𝑇
𝑆𝑣

(4.21)

This factor captures the effects of reinforcement strength and spacing, whereas large values
of kt/(γB) may represent high-strength reinforcements at a conventional lift height (i.e. 0.45 m
spacing) or low-strength reinforcements that are closely-spaced. The height (H) of the GRSS, the
footing setback (Sb), and clearance from the retained soil (St) are normalized to footing width, B.
When applicable, the retained soil is considered to have the same material properties as the
reinforced backfill.
4.6.1 Influence of Backfill Shear Strength
The shear strength of backfill material has a direct effect on both the mechanism and load
associated with bearing capacity on GRSS. For a slope of height 6B and inclination of 90°,
changing backfill frictional strength from ϕ′ of 20° to 40° (where c′=0) results in more than a
fourfold increase in bearing capacity (Figure 4-14). Intuitively, placing a foundation further from
the slope face, in this case changing Sb from B to 4B, demonstrates significant gains in strength for
all presented soil shear strengths. Using stronger (or denser) reinforcements (i.e. kt/(γB) = 5)
directly increases bearing capacity, but demonstrates little benefit when the backfill material is
weak (e.g. ϕ′ = 20°). As the footing setback increases, the relative effect of reinforcement strength
or density becomes more muted as the destabilizing influence of the slope face decreases,
consistent with trends demonstrated in Figures 4-9 and 4-10. When the GRSS employs less
reinforcement (i.e. kt/(γB) = 2), the critical failure mechanism tends to be dominated by a log-spiral
for the presented examples. However, when stronger reinforcement is used (i.e. kt/(γB) = 5), the
mechanism may change with backfill strength. For example, when Sb = B, the critical mechanism
transitions from a two-part wedge to a two-sided shear failure and finally a log-spiral when ϕ′ is
changed from 20° to 40° (Figure 4-14a). The bearing capacity increases exponentially with backfill
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strength, demonstrating the influence of current, conservative design standards, where backfill
strength is assumed to be a ϕ′ of 34° in absence of strength testing (AASHTO 2016). When using
denser reinforcements (or stronger reinforcements), bearing capacity may increase by more than
50% if one transitions from a conservative ϕ′ of 34° to a more realistic value of 40°. However,
these benefits are less pronounced for weaker overall reinforcement (Figure 4-14).
4.6.2 Influence of GRSS Inclination
The GRSS facing inclination directly influences the mechanism and load associated with
bearing capacity. For a slope of height 6B, footing setback of Sb = B and Sb = 4B , and a backfill
strength of ϕ′ = 34° (c′=0), changing the inclination from 90° to 50° results in a small increase in
bearing capacity (Figure 4-15). This change – or lack thereof - is primarily governed by a transition
in mechanism. Relative changes are smaller when the mechanism is constrained to a localized
failure in the upper portion of the GRSS. When the overall reinforcement in GRSS is relatively
weak, the bearing capacity is greatly influenced by the slope, demonstrated by critical mechanism
of a log-spiral and two-part wedges for steep and flat facing inclinations, respectively (Figure 415a). However, when the overall reinforcement is strong (i.e. strong reinforcements or closelyspaced, weaker reinforcements) and strip footing is near to the slope, the failure is isolated to the
upper reaches of the GRSS. In this scenario, bearing capacity failure is dominated by a two-sided
general shear and two-part wedge mechanism for steep and flat slope inclinations, respectively
(Figure 4-15a). When the footing setback is large (Sb = 4B), the bearing capacity and failure
mechanisms are out of the influence of slope inclinations, demonstrated by critical mechanism of
failure above the uppermost geosynthetic for all slope inclination as reinforcement is strong (i.e.
kt/(γB) = 5), see Figure 4-15b.
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4.6.3 Influence of GRSS Height
The height of a GRSS has an influence on the mechanism and load associated with bearing
capacity, particularly when a compound slope stability-bearing capacity mechanism, such as a logspiral, is expected. For a vertical facing (β = 90°), a footing setback of Sb = B, and a backfill
strength of ϕ′ = 34° (c′=0), changing the wall height from H/B = 1 to 10 results in decrease in
bearing capacity that is governed by footing location (Figure 4-16). For shorter structures (e.g. H
< 2B), the two-part wedge tends to govern for both overall reinforcement strengths. However, as
the height increases, the bearing capacity decreases, eventually leveling off as the influence of the
footing load is minimal in comparison to the relative stability of the slope (i.e. when i.e. kt/(γB) =
2) or when it is constrained to the upper reaches of the GRSS (i.e. i.e. kt/(γB) = 5). For weaker
overall reinforcement and small footing setback, the decrease in bearing capacity becomes small
when H/B>4 since a log-spiral dominates bearing capacity and its critical slip surface geometry is
constrained to upper portions of the wall. On the other hand, the bearing capacity for weaker
overall reinforcement and large footing setback (Sb/B=4) dramatically decreases when H/B>4 since
larger area of failure happens in the whole structure as structure height increases. For the given
geometry with small footing setback and stronger reinforcements, a minima is reached when H/B
is greater than 3, limited to the relative depth of influence of a two-sided general shear mechanism
(Figure 4-16a). When footing setback is large and reinforcement is strong, the failure above the
uppermost geosynthetic would govern for structure height changing from 1B to 10B (Figure 416b).

4.7 Dimensionless Solutions for Bearing Capacity on GRSS
For convenient evaluation of the bearing capacity on GRSS and its associated failure
mechanisms, a series of dimensionless solutions were generated in convenient chart form. Two
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sets of charts are presented: the first for determining the bearing capacity in consideration of the
slope face (Figure 4-17) and the second in consideration of the distance between the footing and
retained soil (Figure 4-18). The minimum value determined from these charts defines the critical,
bearing capacity for a given configuration of geometry, soil properties, and reinforcement layout.
The presented solutions are applicable for footing widths (B) ranging from 0.5m to 3m, which
covers the range of footing widths commonly observed in design (Adam et al. 2011). The GRSS
heights evaluated ranged from H/B of 1 to 10 for facing inclinations of 90°, 80°, 70°, 60°, and 50°.
Normalized reinforcement values of kt/(γB) = 1, 2, and 5 are presented to capture a realistic range
in reinforcement strengths and backfill densities. The shear strength of the reinforced and retained
backfill in absence of laboratory testing is considered to be a conservative ϕ′ = 34°, compatible
with conventional design values used in AASHTO (2016). The dimensionless chart was werified
with numerical solutions finding a maximum difference of 10% or less.
These charts demonstrate that increasing reinforcement strength, increasing footing
setback, decreasing facing inclination, and decreasing GRSS height will result in higher bearing
capacity values (Figure 4-17). In particular, increasing setback and decreasing facing inclination
result in a relatively constant bearing capacity with height as the mechanism is constrained to the
upper reaches of the wall. This benefit can also be achieved by using stronger reinforcements (or
using closely-spaced weak reinforcements). In absence of such an approach, compound slope
stability-bearing capacity failures manifested as a log-spiral result in lower bearing capacity with
increasing height as the overall structure is less stable. As the foundation nears the transitional
zone between reinforced and retained soil, bearing capacity is generally constant with the
exception when St is between 0.25B and -0.5B (where a positive St implies that the footing is placed
entirely on reinforced soil and negative implies overlap with retained fill).
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Increasing

reinforcement strength results in higher bearing capacity when footing placed upon reinforced soil,
but also a greater drop in proximity to unreinforced, retained fill (Figure 4-18). This can be
attributed to all cases demonstrating the same bearing capacity on unreinforced material.
To use both design charts, one must know the footing location and width, GRSS height and
inclination, reinforcement strength, length and spacing, and backfill properties. One determines
the appropriate combination of H/B, Sb/B, and kt/(γB), and β, and subsequently determine a
modified bearing capacity factor, Nγ. Upon determination of the modified bearing capacity factor,
the design-specific bearing pressure can be determined by multiplying Nγ by 0.5γB. For a given
bearing capacity, insight into the corresponding failure mechanism can be determined from the
presented marker shape – in Figure 4-17, circle, upper triangle, lower triangle, and diamond
represent log-spiral, two-part wedge, two-sided general shear failures and failure above the
uppermost geosynthetic respectively.
4.7.1 Example
To illustrate application of the presented solutions, a practical example is presented. Due
to limited right-of-way, the GRSS is to be constructed with an inclination of 90°, a height of 5
meters, and a cohesionless backfill with ϕ′ = 34° and γ = 20 kN/m3. It will be reinforced with
reinforcements that are 4 meters in length, have a tensile tension of Tult = 20 kN/m, and a vertical
spacing of Sv = 0.5 meters. The GRSS will support an unembedded footing that is one meter in
width (B = 1 m) placed 2 meters (Sb = 2 m) from facing and 1 meter from the retained soil (St = 1
m). Based on these values, the normalized inputs are Sb/B = 2, St/B = 1, kt/(γB) = 2, and H/B = 5
for a vertical wall. Using Figures 4-17 and 4-18, the modified bearing capacities factor are Nγ = 21
and Nγ = 47, respectively. The lower value is Nγ = 21, which represents a bearing capacity of 210
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kPa. The corresponding symbol on Figure 4-17 is a circle, indicating that the governing mechanism
is a log-spiral.
If the designer elected to use close-spacing for the presented reinforcements – for example,
Sv = 0.2 meters – there would be a significant change in bearing capacity and the critical
mechanism. For this case, kt/(γB) is equal to 5, and the corresponding dimensionless bearing
capacities from Figures 4-17 and 4-18 are Nγ = 46 and 56, respectively. Therefore, the modified
bearing capacity factor is 46 multiplied by 0.5, γ = 20 kN/m3 and B = 1 meters, yielding a bearing
capacity of 460 kPa. It is noted that the constant bearing capacity with increasing height is
indicative that the failure is constrained to the upper reaches of the wall. This implies that closelyspaced reinforcements may be most advantageous at the crest of the GRSS, a finding consistent
with observations in the practice and literature (i.e. Xie and Leshchinsky 2015, Nicks et al. 2016).
This observation is indicative that the close-spacing needs not be applied for the entire GRSS, but
only until H/B of 3.5, the depth corresponding to the inflection point representative of consistent
bearing capacity from a two-sided shear mechanism regardless of depth. This implies that one can
attain increased cost-efficiency through use of closely-spaced reinforcements in an appropriate
portion of a GRSS.

4.8 Conclusions
The bearing capacity of strip footings on GRSS was evaluated using an analytical approach by
finding the minimum failure load from five simultaneous failure mechanisms: a two-part wedge,
log-spiral, two-sided general shear, failure above the uppermost geosynthetic and one-sided
general shear failure. This approach accounts for GRSS geometry, footing location, backfill
properties, and reinforcement spacing, length and strength. The proposed multi-mechanism
method demonstrated good agreement with rigorous numerical approaches, capturing the
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influences of both the GRSS slope face and the transition from reinforced backfill to retained soil.
A sensitivity study was performed and a comprehensive set of solutions presented in a series of
dimensionless design charts that account for reinforcement spacing, reinforcement tensile tension,
footing location, and wall batter. Main conclusions include:


Increasing backfill and reinforcement strength, or decreasing reinforcement spacing and
the ratio of wall height to footing width will result in significantly higher bearing capacity.
Notably, use of conservative backfill strength values in design results in potentially
significant underestimation of bearing capacity.



The log-spiral mechanism typically governed when the GRSS slope is steep and overall
reinforcement is weak. This mechanism was more likely to occur when the footing was
located closer to the facing or the GRSS was taller.



The two-part wedge mechanism tended to occur when the footing was located closer to the
GRSS face and overall reinforcement was strong. This mechanism governed when the
footing was located closer to the facing and for GRSS of small height.



The two-sided general shear mechanism governed when a footing was located sufficiently
far from the slope facing and overall reinforcement was strong. Use of stronger or more
closely-spaced reinforcements increases the likelihood of this mechanism instead of a logspiral.



The failure above the uppermost geosynthetic governed when the distance from structure
ground to top layer of reinforcement was large, the footing was far from slope facing and
structure reinforced with strong reinforcement.



The one-sided general shear mechanism was appropriate when the footing was located
within 0.5B of the transitional zone between reinforced and retained backfill. The results
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from this mechanism should be compared to the other four cases, where the minimum of
all will govern comprehensive design of GRSS structures of varying geometries.


The results demonstrate that use of closely-spaced reinforcements can provide significant
improvement to bearing capacity, particularly when a two-sided mechanism is critical. In
this case, closely-spaced reinforcements can be applied to a selected portion of the GRSS
– namely, an upper portion of the wall corresponding to the minimum H/B that yields a
constant bearing capacity and mechanism.

The load-bearing behavior of GRSS is complex and governed by strain incompatibilities
between reinforcement, soil and foundations that are difficult to capture with limit equilibrium
methods. Further omitted from this approach is the dilative and anisotropic behavior commonly
associated with structural backfill. However, ULS design typically neglects these factors and
assigns a relatively high factor of safety to account for acceptable service state performance, such
as settlement. This approach extends conventional ULS design approaches for bearing capacity
and slope stability to reinforced soil to present a comprehensive framework for evaluating the
bearing capacity on GRSS. However, as for any complex GRSS, one should account for compound
stability using LE or LA packages that ensure that a system is globally stable.
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4.10 Figures

Figure 4-1 Notation and conventions used in analysis.
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Figure 4-2 Forces and notation for log-spiral mechanism.

Figure 4-3 Forces and notation for two-part wedge mechanism for bearing capacity.
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Figure 4-4 Forces and notation for two-sided general shear mechanism.
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Figure 4-5 Algorithm for calculating bearing capacity for two-sided general shear failure.
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Figure 4-6 Bearing Capacity Ratio (BCR) due to failure above the uppermost reinforcement
(after Wayne et al. 1998)
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Figure 4-7 Forces and notation for one-sided general shear mechanism.
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Figure 4-8 Example of Finite Element mesh and discretized solution attained from UB-LA.
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Figure 4-9 Bearing capacity of strip footing located on GRSS with slope inclination β=90°and
reinforcement strengths of (a) T = 10 kN/m; (b) T = 20 kN/m; (c) T = 50 kN/m; (d) T = 100
kN/m.
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Figure 4-10 Bearing capacity of strip footing located on GRSS with slope inclination β=70°and
reinforcement strengths of (a) T = 10 kN/m; (b) T = 20 kN/m; (c) T = 50 kN/m; (d) T = 100
kN/m.
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Figure 4-11 Comparison of failure surfaces near slope surfaces from the proposed

approach and UB-LA for select cases.
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Figure 4-12 Bearing capacity of strip footing for varying St considering reinforcement strengths
of (a) T = 10kN/m; (b) T = 20kN/m; (c) T = 50kN/m; (d) T = 100kN/m.
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Figure 4-13 Comparison of failure surfaces near the transition between retained and reinforced
soil from the proposed approach and UB-LA for selected cases.
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Figure 4-14 Normalized bearing capacity for a range of soil friction angles and footing setbacks
of (a) Sb/B=1 and (b) Sb/B = 4.
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Figure 4-15 Normalized bearing capacity for varying slope inclinations and footing setbacks of
(a) Sb/B=1 and (b) Sb/B = 4.
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Figure 4-16 Normalized bearing capacity for varying wall heights and footing setbacks of (a)
Sb/B=1 and (b) Sb/B = 4.
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Figure 4-17 Design charts for bearing capacity on GRSS considering the influence
of the slope facing.
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Figure 4-18 Design charts for bearing capacity on GRSS considering the influence of the
retained soil.
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5.1 Abstract
Geosynthetics have become a very common means of soil reinforcement in earth retention
structures; however, the efficacy of its application can be enhanced dependent on use.
Geosynthetic design often involves uniform spacing of reinforcements throughout a retaining
structure. However, optimization of reinforcement spacing can have a significant impact on
stability, especially when subjected to a finite surcharge, as demonstrated by a series of numerical
simulations using Limit Analysis (LA). Use of a rigorous LA tool that employs an algorithm to
computationally determine the critical collapse state allows for the determination of optimal
reinforcement placement in Mechanically Stabilized Earth (MSE) walls based on both spacing and
concentration – specifically at the toe or crest of the structure. The effects on stability are evaluated
for two scenarios: (1) a “top-down” approach where reinforcement spacing density is progressively
increased from the top of the wall downwards and (2) a “bottom-up” approach where the spacing
density is progressively increased from the toe of the wall upwards. Presented within this study
are the results of comprehensive parametric analysis varying reinforcement spacing, reinforcement
strength and footing location, highlighting the stability benefits of top-down and bottom-up
reinforcement density approaches. Placement of dense reinforcements near the crest of surchargesupporting walls had a notable benefit for stability, while placement of dense reinforcements at the
toe improved stability for walls without a surcharge. Hence, reinforcement spacing tailored to
specific wall functions may provide significant economic benefits when considering reduced
reinforcement needs, lessened tensile strength requirements, or shortened bridge deck length based
on surcharge placement - all by concentrating reinforcement density at a specific height of a
structure.
Keywords: MSE Wall, Dense Reinforcements, Bridge Abutments, Footings, Strength Limit State
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5.2 Introduction
Mechanically Stabilized Earth (MSE) Walls are an increasingly common means of earth
retention for a variety of applications. Their function is simple and efficient – use tensile
reinforcements and facing elements to enable soil to retain itself as well as surcharge loads. This
coupled stability problem combined with an assumed lateral stress distribution allows for a
simplified design methodology (e.g., AASHTO 2012) to evaluate reinforcement tensile strength
required for an adequately stable structure. The lateral earth pressure approach has been refined to
include a variety of geometries, but little insight exists into the stability and design requirements
for MSE structures supporting a footing – an increasingly important function, especially in context
of bridge abutments or other critical surcharged structures.
Literature on the behavior of footings atop of MSE structures is mainly concerned with
instrumentation and field testing observing the service state, not limit state, performance of MSE
wall supported footings. Tatsuoka et al. (1997) established that deformations of a footing on
reinforced soil structures could be reduced with pre-loading and subsequent tensioning of
geosynthetic reinforcements. Wu et al. (2001) conducted large-scale surcharge pre-loading of MSE
walls, observing that deformation can be reduced in soil and reinforcement due to the application
of a surcharge prior to service. Helwany et al. (2007) performed Finite Element analyses of MSE
wall supported abutments and evaluated the deformation of the wall under a surcharge with
varying reinforcement spacing, stiffness and backfill soil. Yoo et al. (2008) modeled the behavior
of a two-tiered MSE wall under surcharge loading using three-dimensional analyses with Finite
Element analysis. Gotteland et al. (1997) compared loading tests with numerical modeling and
described failure behavior of abutments under surcharge loading. Huang et al. (1990) performed
experiment studies on bearing capacity of shallow foundations placed upon sand reinforced with
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layers of geosyntehtic reinforcements. However, there is limited understanding with regards to the
coupled behavior of footing location, reinforcement spacing, and reinforcement strength on the
global stability of MSE wall abutment structures.
Use of MSE walls as true bridge abutments serves an economic function – specifically,
compared with convention bridge abutment where as an approach embankment has a 2:1 fill slope,
it shortens the required bridge deck span length, one of the most expensive components of bridge
construction. Furthermore, use of spread footings in abutments replaces traditional pile support,
an expensive component of the bridge substructure. However, design of spread footings placed
atop MSE walls is often constrained by location, as closer surcharge placement facilitates
shortened bridge deck lengths, yet reduced stability, while increased setback of the footing
increases stability, but increases the required bridge deck length. Although reinforcement spacing
in MSE walls is typically tailored to expected active earth pressures resulting from soil self-weight,
reinforcement selection and density may also benefit stability in consideration of a surcharge load
placed on the reinforced soil zone. This use of strategically-placed, closely-spaced reinforcements
has the ability to improve the capacity of the MSE wall abutments at the strength limit state,
presenting an opportunity for notably more efficient design attained from (1) reducing the total
quantity of reinforcements needed for acceptable design or (2) reducing a bridge deck span. The
combination of using spread footings and reducing of required bridge deck length, even slightly,
present significant potential economic benefit, justifying optimized reinforcement spacing of MSE
wall construction.
Conventional design of spread footings is dictated by two uncoupled design criteria:
serviceability (i.e. tolerable settlement) and the strength limit state (i.e. adequate margin of safety
against failure). These design aspects are commonly addressed using different approaches.
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Existing literature primarily addresses the serviceability issue of spread footings over MSE walls.
While this aspect of performance is important, it does not necessarily imply meeting an adequate
margin of safety for stability. Evaluating the strength limit state (SLS) is critical in MSE walls as
stability hinges upon the long-term design strength (LTDS) of the reinforcement.

Equally

important is that the bearing capacity assessment complements the serviceability check, a standard
geotechnical design procedure, despite each approach using a different design methodology.
However, evaluating the bearing capacity and global stability of the reinforced soil composite
entails a complex mechanism, dependent on location of the footing and its loads (live and dead),
reinforcement spacing, reinforcement tensile strength, facing type and backfill properties.
Additionally, assumed failure mechanisms for such analyses are not intuitive, as failure may
manifest as a soil shear surface with tensile rupture and/or pullout failure of reinforcements,
connection failure at the facing, or a combination of any mechanism. The complexity of this
collapse state demands stability analyses that do not assume an a priori slip surface geometry (i.e.
log-spiral, planar, etc.) or reinforcement stress distribution at the critical limit state. In order to
meet these requirements, a parametric study was performed using computational Limit Analysis
to determine critical collapse mechanisms. The conducted parametric analyses discusses the
effects of footing location and reinforcement design, all in context of impacting the required bridge
deck length and/or reinforcement quantities when using non-uniform distributions of
reinforcement spacing.
5.3 Strength Limit State - Limit Analysis with Discontinuity Layout Optimization
Limit Analysis (LA) serves as a useful tool for evaluating the strength limit state of a
variety of complex structures as it does not require assumptions about the formulation of static
limit equilibrium or predefined slip surfaces (Leshchinsky 2013A, Leshchinsky, 2013B). LA
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models soil as a perfectly plastic material that obeys an associated flow rule (Yu et al., 1999), using
two different theorems to provide a solution: upper bound or lower bound plasticity. Lower bound
plasticity theorem establishes whether an applied stress exceeds a soil’s strength criterion (e.g.,
Mohr-Coulomb’s c, ϕ), stating that in such a case, the soil will not fail or is at the brink of failure
(Chen, 2008). Alternatively, upper bound plasticity theorem (the analysis used in this study) states
that when rate of work along a kinematically admissible failure surface is greater or equal to the
work done by internal stresses, the external loading cannot exceed the actual collapse load. Hence,
defining the upper bound of collapse is based on plasticity principles (Chen, 2008, Yu et al., 1999).
In the context of this work it means that the surcharge determined has the least value needed to
cause collapse; i.e., theoretically, applying a higher load is not feasible. Stated differently, it is a
classical approach to a bearing capacity problem.
Application of LA in geotechnical stability analysis was initially done by Chen (1975), and
was limited to slopes, resulting in a closed-form solution. LA has been applied to various other
stability problems, yet finding the critical, kinematically admissible failure surfaces poses a
challenge. Use of the Discontinuity Layout Optimization (DLO; Smith and Gilbert, 2007)
algorithm (DLO-LA) serves as a means of finding optimized, critical failure surfaces that meet
kinematical constraints of limit analysis. The LA collapse states are determined using LimitState:
GEO (LimitState, 2013; Smith and Gilbert, 2007), commercially available software that employs
the DLO-LA technique to determine the critical failure mechanism based on an assignment of
evenly spaced nodes to the soil and structural geometry. Collapsing bodies are defined by slip
surfaces passing through predefined nodes within the mass. Each possible node-node failure is
examined using linear programming optimization to yield the critical failure mechanism (i.e., the
one yielding the least surcharge load) that may be any combination of node-node connections (see
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Figure 5-1). This non-assumptive and rigorous analysis allowed for a reasonable evaluation of
strength limit state for a complex structure like MSE wall abutment with non-uniform
reinforcement spacing (Clarke et. al., 2013; Leshchinsky et. al, 2014).
The density of reinforcements has a notable effect on wall performance (Abu-Hejleh et. al.,
2000; Wu et. al, 2001; Leshchinsky, 2013A. 2014), yet a non-uniform density may provide unique
benefits with less reinforcement material requirements. When a footing is placed on top of an MSE
wall, density of reinforcements beneath the footing or at the toe can play a major role in bearing
capacity and wall stability, respectively. Notably, increasingly dense reinforcements may also
allow for shorter bridge spans, presenting potential cost savings. Within this study, the strength
limit state (SLS) behavior is observed when dense reinforcements are applied in two different
scenarios: (1) a “top-down” (T-D) approach where dense reinforcements are progressively applied
from the wall crest downwards and (2) a “bottom-up” (B-U) approach where dense reinforcement
spacing is applied from the toe of the wall upwards. The coupled effects of this reinforcement
density, reinforcement long-term design strength (LTDS) and footing location are evaluated using
DLO-LA, providing a means of capturing the critical collapse mechanism for each complex
scenario using a rigorous and non-assumptive tool.
5.4 Parametric Analysis
A series of 832 DLO-LA models were performed to establish the effects of reinforcement
rupture strength, surcharge location, surcharge load, and uneven, dense reinforcement spacing
originating from the toe to the crest (B-U) and the crest to the toe (T-D) on footing bearing capacity,
compound stability under constant surcharge, and wall stability alone. The bearing capacity of the
surcharge was evaluated based as the footing load was increased until wall collapse. There is no
reduction of strength in this scenario as the main output is a maximum surcharge load at the
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strength limit state, Qult. When the surcharge was held constant, compound stability in terms of a
factor of safety (FS) was established under a surcharge loading of 400 kPa for a one meter wide
foundation at varying setbacks. Finally, unsurcharged walls were evaluated at varying
reinforcement densities and strengths, yielding FS for internal stability without any footing load at
the crest.
The DLO-LA models used constant soil properties and wall geometry while varying
reinforcement spacing, reinforcement long-term design strength, and footing setback, Lf (where
applicable). The wall height was kept at 5 meters for consistency with initial, vertical
reinforcement spacing of 0.6 meters. Facing using rigid modular block was adopted in this analysis,
which is a competitive and efficient option among the existing options for earth retention (Burgess,
2000). The selection of facing type can have significant effect on the bearing capacity of the MSE
wall supporting spread footing (Tatsuoka et al., 1989; Tatsuoka, 1992). The reinforcements were
very long as to only observe internal stability of the structure without consideration for pull-out
failure. However, a reinforcement-soil interaction angle, r, of 2/3 was assigned to the interface
between the materials to allow for collapse to occur under sliding, independent of reinforcement
rupture. The reinforcement long-term design strengths (LTDS) observed in the analysis were 10,
20, 30, 40, 50 and 100 kN/m, representative of a significant range of geosynthetic tensile strengths.
Most of reinforcement tensile strengths ranges from 10 kN/m to 100 kN/m based on 20 cases
histories analysis (Allen et al., 2002). The lower strength (e.g. 10 kN/m) may correspond to
nonwoven geotextile and the higher strength (e.g. 100 kN/m) may correspond to geogrid. The
reinforcements were treated as continuous structural elements with no flexural resistance (i.e.
membrane inclusions). Reinforcement spacing was increased by adding more reinforcement layers
of the same strength in between the initial layers at a 0.2 meter-spacing. This densification was
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performed originating from the crest of the wall down and the toe of the wall up (see Figure 5-2)
and was addressed as a ratio of wall height with dense reinforcements. This ratio, called the
reinforcement density ratio (RDR) is defined as:

𝑅𝐷𝑅 =

𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑙

(5.1)

This implies that the baseline MSE wall with vertical reinforcement spacing of 0.6 meters
has a RDR of 0, while a wall of fully dense reinforcement application is defined with a RDR of 1.
The minimum vertical reinforcement spacing in practice and this analysis is typically governed by
facing choice – in these models, concrete modular blocks with a height of 0.2 meters, a width of
0.3 meters and unit weight of 24 kN/m3. The wall backfill was chosen to represent AASHTO select
fill specifications, i.e. ϕ’=34 degrees, c’=0, and γ=18 kN/m3. In practice, backfill friction angle of
34 degrees with zero cohesion is always used in design (Abu-Hejleh, N., et al., 2003). In addition,
Koerner et al (2001) recommends that zero particles pass the No.200 sieve ensuring a clean sand
as being the finest material allowed for backfill even though FHWA recommends the content of
particle passing through No.200 up to 15%. Interaction between the block and the backfill and the
backfill-reinforcement was chosen to be tan(δ)=0.4, while the block-block interaction was chosen
to be tan(δ)=1. The connection strength of the reinforcements was considered equal to its
respective rupture strengths. The toe friction interface was modeled as a smooth, frictionless
surface. Furthermore, the foundation material was modeled as a competent to avoid deep-seated
failures. Since no failure was expected to occur in the footing, it was modeled as a 1-meter wide,
weightless, rigid block as to ensure even surcharge loading. This rigid footing had setback
distances that varied throughout the study (when applicable), including setback distances, Lf, of
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0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 meters from the back of the wall facing blocks. All parameters are shown in
Table 5-1.
It is critical to use adequate discretization parameters and representative boundary
conditions when using DLO-LA. Boundary conditions were modeled to prevent failure through
the foundation layer and the back of the backfill (see Figure 5-3).To ensure representative stability
modeling, a sensitivity analysis was performed to find a nodal density that allowed for negligible
changes in solutions with increasing nodal density (i.e. discretization was adequately refined). The
most sensitive scenarios (i.e. most reinforcement layers) required a nodal density of 8 nodes per
square meter to ensure accurate results. Hence, this nodal density was used for all analyses to
facilitate consistency in comparisons of results.
5.5 Results
The top-down approach provided a notable gain in footing bearing capacity without the
need to apply dense reinforcements to the whole MSE wall system. The maximum bearing capacity
was found to be approximately 1090 kPa, and was reached when the reinforcement was
exceedingly strong, the footing was set back sufficiently far from the wall, or when both
phenomena occurred. For example, a T-D increase in reinforcement density for the top half of the
wall (RDR=0.5) provided an increase in footing capacity of 647, 414, 398, and 334% when
LTDSwas 10, 20, 30 and 100 kN/m, respectively (see Figure 5-4) when Lf was 0.5 meters. When
RDR was 1.0, there were gains of 1216, 506, 475, and 364% for the same reinforcement strengths.
The seemingly large increase in bearing capacity for weaker reinforcements corresponds to a
transition from marginal stability of surcharged reinforced walls with weak reinforcements
(practically no capacity to support a surcharge) to a notable stability with densely spaced weak
reinforcements, presenting a large proportional gain in strength.
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The loading capacity of the footing tended to increase rapidly with larger RDR values for
the top-down approach until it reached a general asymptotic behavior with dense reinforcements
assigned to much or all of the wall. This asymptotic behavior was representative of the collapse
mechanism transitioning into a compound bearing capacity failure (see Figure 5-5). For example,
this inflection in reinforcement benefit was reached at RDR’s of 0.8, 0.54, 0.49, 0.47, 0.46 and
0.46 for a footing set back 0.5 meters when LTDS was 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 100 kN/m,
respectively (see Figure 5-4a). This inflection is reached more quickly when the footing is set back
further, representative of a trend where a transition to a bearing capacity failure becomes more
critical with more reinforcements. When Lf is 3.0 meters, this asymptote is reached at RDR’s of
0.82, 0.75, 0.48, 0.27, 0.22, and 0.21 when LTDS was 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 100 kN/m,
respectively (see Figure 5-4d). The bearing capacity remained low for the weak reinforcement (10
kN/m) as the structure itself is on the brink of failure without surcharge loading.
Footing setback had a significant effect on the bearing capacity of the system. A change in
setback from 0.5 meters to 3.0 meters resulted in almost triple the bearing capacity for weak
reinforcements (24.7 to 71 kPa when LTDS= 10 kN/m) and double the load with strong
reinforcements (232.7 to 465.7 kPa when LTDS= 100 kN/m). Increasing setback distance provides
a notable gain in bearing capacity towards the maximum capacity with an increasing RDR (see
Figure 5-4).
The bottom-up (B-U) approach provided little benefit for footing bearing capacity with
increased reinforcement density as the failure surface propagates above the dense reinforcement
composite. As before, the maximum bearing capacity for this system was approximately 1090 kPa.
A B-U increase in reinforcement density for the bottom half of the wall (RDR=0.5) provided an
increase in footing capacity of 141, 16, 8, and 5% for LTDS= 10, 20, 30 and 100 kN/m,
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respectively (see Figure 5-4) when footing setback was only 0.5 meters. This bearing capacity
tended to increase slowly with larger RDR until it reached a certain inflection point where the
failure mechanism transitioned into a compound bearing capacity failure. For example, this
inflection was reached at an RDR of approximately 0.6-0.8 (see Figure 5-4). Increasing footing
setback, Lf, provided some gain in magnitude of bearing capacity (see Figure 5-4) but had little
effect on the behavior of the collapse due to its location above the dense reinforcement zone (see
Figure 5-5).
The hysteretic behavior demonstrated by comparing the bearing capacity to the RDR is
representative of a change in failure mechanism. As seen in Figure 5-5, there is a transition from
a compound failure mechanism connecting the toe of the wall and the base of the footing to a
compound bearing capacity failure. This transition is demonstrated by a plateau in bearing capacity
values (Figure 5-5). The higher tensile strengths of the reinforcements cause this shift in critical
collapse mechanism as the failure though the wall’s toe becomes less important and a localized
bearing failure becomes more critical.
5.5.1 Factor of Safety – Non-Surcharged MSE Wall
Placement of non-uniform, dense reinforcements have a notable effect on the strength limit
state for MSE walls with surcharge and without. However, unlike surcharge supporting MSE walls,
the bottom-up approach tends to provide the most benefit with the fewest reinforcements. In order
to evaluate internal stability, the factor of safety (FS) was determined for varying RDR values. As
seen before, the change in FS was quite rapid with increasing reinforcement density at the base of
the wall, eventually reaching a plateau in FS with increasing RDR (see Figure 5-6). FS for LTDS
40, 50 and 100 kN/m are overlapped. That is, when the bottom-up approach was used, an inflection
point for factor of safety was reached at RDR’s of 0.55, 0.25, 0.18, and 0.16, representative of
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when LTDS was 10, 20, 30 and 100 kN/m, respectively. This inflection is representative, again,
of a change in critical collapse mechanism (see Figure 5-7). The increase in FS was notable using
the bottom-up approach. For example, an increase in reinforcement density for the lower half of
the wall (RDR=0.5) provided an increase in factor of safety of 163, 55, 30 and 25% when LTDS
was 10, 20, 30 and 100 kN/m, respectively (Figure 5-6). When dense reinforcements were assigned
to the entire length of the wall, a gain of 174, 60, 37 and 30% was found for the FS when LTDS
was 10, 20, 30 and 100 kN/m, respectively. The top-down approach did not provide significant
benefits for the overall stability of MSE walls without a surcharge. That is, an increase in
reinforcement density for top half of the wall (RDR=0.5) provided an improvement in internal
stability (FS) of 56, 7, 3 and 2% when LTDS was 10, 20, 30 and 100 kN/m (Fig6-6). For MSE
walls that are not supporting external loading or surcharge, the tensile strength of the
reinforcements provides little added benefit after exceeding 20 kN/m, as the factor of safety for
LTDS of 20, 30, 40, 50 and 100 kN/m are almost same when RDR=1. However, at lower RDR
values, the difference between weak reinforcements (10 kN/m) and other reinforcements is marked.
5.5.2 Factor of Safety – Constant Surcharge
When supporting a surcharge, reinforced soil walls benefit from reinforcements placed at
the crest of the structure as it helps counteract the higher earth pressures induced on the wall from
a nearby load. Hence, the top-down approach enables improved stability of the wall-footing system.
To demonstrate this phenomenon, the same wall and same reinforcement sensitivity analysis was
modeled with a 1-m wide footing placed at different locations with the only difference being a
constant surcharge of 400 kPa (400 kN). At surcharge of 200kPa, the MSE wall bridge abutment
performed satisfactorily (Helwany et al., 2003). However, the measured failure pressure of MSE
wall bridge abutment is around 400kPa (Helwany et al., 2007). Thus, 1m wide footing with 400kPa
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surcharge was selected in this analysis. The factor of safety for compound stability was then
determined for each configuration.
Similar to the scenario accounting for bearing capacity, the top-down approach provided
more benefit for factor of safety in consideration of supporting a surcharge. That is, for a footing
placed only 0.5 meters from the wall facing, a top-down increase in reinforcement density for the
upper half of the wall (RDR=0.5) provided an increase in factor of safety of 136, 115, 77 and 53%
when LTDS was 10, 20, 30 and 100 kN/m, respectively (see Figure 5-8). Similarly, dense
reinforcement spacing for the entire wall (RDR of 1.0) provided gains of 223, 130, 87 and 61%
for the same reinforcement tensile strengths. The factor of safety for the assigned wall and footing
geometry tended to increase rapidly with dense reinforcement spacing assigned to more wall height
until a certain plateau point. When Lf was 0.5 m, this inflection was reached at RDR’s of 1, 0.49,
0.35, 0.28, 0.18 and 0.17 as T max was 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 100 kN/m. As in alternate scenarios,
this inflection in gained stability is reached with less densely reinforced wall when the footing is
set back from the wall facing further. Associated with this phenomenon is a smaller shift in factor
of safety for increasing reinforcement strength. As shown in Figure 5-8, the distance between the
surcharge and the facing has a significant influence on the factor of safety when the RDR is smaller
(RDR<0.5), but the influence decreases as RDR approaches one. As before, the change in stability
is attributed to a generalized change in collapse mechanism (see Figure 5-9).
The Bottom-up approach provided a constant, yet shallow increase in factor of safety for a
constant surcharge, generally increasing rapidly after an inflection point of approximately 0.85.
Despite an improvement in stability, the gains were not as pronounced as the top-down case – that
is, a bottom-up increase in reinforcement density for the bottom half of the wall (RDR=0.5)
supporting a surcharge placed 0.5 meters from the facing provided an increase in factor of safety
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of 54, 20, 8 and 2% for reinforcement long-term design strengths of 10, 20, 30 and 100 kN/m,
respectively (see Figure 5-8). This phenomenon can be attributed to critical collapse mechanisms
progressively shifting above the densely reinforced zone as RDR increases in the bottom-up
approach. In the case of the large surcharge load outlined in this parametric study, the increasing
number of reinforcements at the base of the wall become less critical than those nearer to the
footing.
5.6 Discussion
However, actual soil, which exhibits strain-softening and obeys non-associated flow rule
with anisotropic stress-strain properties, is different from that applied in LA. The results derived
from LA may be not very practical. But, we focus on LA to determine the critical collapse state
allows for the optimal reinforcement placement in this study.
It is shown that a non-uniform density of reinforcements can be advantageous for the
compound stability of MSE wall-supported abutments, both in the unsurcharged and surcharged
cases. The benefits of this non-uniform reinforcement spacing are highly dependent on an
associated collapse mechanism, realizing an inflection in stability (factor of safety, bearing
capacity) as this mechanism transitions in nature. In the case of a reinforced wall supporting a
surcharge, either fixed (400 kPa) or increasing, a top-down approach generally demonstrates the
most notable benefits for stability. Inversely, a MSE wall without a surcharge realizes the most
benefit for a bottom-up approach in reinforcement density – that is, the largest earth pressures (and
reinforcement tensile load) occur at the base of the structure due to soil self-weight. Often, a shift
from a compound failure mechanism (i.e. failure from the footing to the toe of the wall) to a
compound bearing capacity failure (punching shear failure mechanism with other associated
features) presents the critical scenario where an certain structure may see a drastic decrease (or
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increase) in efficiency. This transition in collapse mechanism is signified by a plateau in loading
capacity or the factor of safety of the structure (see Figs. 6-4, 6-6 and 6-8) as the size of the densely
reinforced soil composite increases. This may occur because the reinforcement strength becomes
exceedingly large, the footing was placed far enough from the wall enough that its influence
becomes limited, or a combination of both phenomena.
The RDR values that are representative of these plateaus in surcharged MSE walls tend to
be between 0.5 and 0.85. Once reinforcements fall out of this zone (i.e. dense reinforcements
outside of shear surface), then there is little added benefit to dense reinforcements, shown by the
shallower gains in FS or bearing capacity with increasing RDR. An added consideration is that the
increase in tensile strength of the reinforcements reduces the RDR necessary to realize this
inflection point (see Figure 5-4). As is intuitive, this phenomenon also presents itself when the
footing is set back further from the wall facing (Lf is greater) as the influence of the wall becomes
smaller (i.e. transitions into a pure bearing capacity failure).
To better highlight the trends in efficiency for the bearing capacity case, a comparison of
reinforcement quantity and bearing capacity was performed. Specifically, this “efficiency” was
evaluated for reinforcement strength and quantity in consideration of bearing capacity. It was
defined as the bearing capacity efficiency ratio (BCER):

𝐵𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 [𝑘𝑁/𝑚]

𝐵𝐶𝐸𝑅 = (𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑅𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠)(𝐿𝑇𝐷𝑆[𝑘𝑁/𝑚])

(5.2)

A comparison of BCER for various geometries and reinforcement LTDS values provided
one approach of optimizing design. One observed trend is that the highest BCER values tended to
be representative of the weakest reinforcements (i.e. LTDS = 10 kN/m) at high RDR values (full
densification of the reinforced composite, see Figure 5-10), likely due to a marginally stable wall
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realizing more benefit from added reinforcements. This would not be the case for a wall that is
quite stable due to high reinforcement strengths that only sees smaller gains in bearing capacity
with added reinforcements (i.e., wall was already stable, so only so much stability can be added).
However, weak to medium strength reinforcements tended to be more efficient for RDR values
ranging from 0 to 0.6, suggesting that non-uniform densification and some increased tensile
capacity in the reinforcements may serve as an efficient design approach. Optimum RDR values
tended to be dependent on reinforcement strength and footing placement. Increasing distance
between the footing and the wall facing tended to reduce the optimum RDR, as would be expected.
Increasing reinforcement strength reduced RDR for a given footing placement as fewer strong
reinforcements were needed to mobilize the full strength of the system as compared to many weak
reinforcements.
Similar to the bearing capacity case, a quantitative means of evaluating efficiency in design
is presented in consideration of number of reinforcements, reinforcement strength, and factor of
safety. This efficiency, applied to demonstrate the effect of non-uniform reinforcement density on
factor of safety for surcharged and unsurcharged MSE walls, was evaluated by an index called the
compound stability efficiency ratio (CSER). CSER was defined as:

𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦∗(𝛾[𝑘𝑁/𝑚3 ])∗(𝐻 2 [𝑚2 ])

𝐶𝑆𝐸𝑅 = (𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑅𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠)(𝐿𝑇𝐷𝑆[𝑘𝑁/𝑚])

(5.3)

This approach presented the global stability of the wall, with a non-uniform surcharge or
no surcharge in consideration of the reinforcement strength placed within the soil. It could again
be seen that the weakest reinforcements (LTDS=10 kN/m) demonstrated the greatest CSER values
with increasing number of reinforcements, likely due to significant influence of added
reinforcements with the wall’s associated instability (FS=0.47). When the wall is more stable, there
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is less gain to be made with added reinforcement elements. There is a peak in efficiency for
surcharged case, typically occurring at ranging from RDR values of 0 to 0.4 for setback distances
of 0.5 meters and 3.0 meters, respectively (see Figure 5-11). This demonstrates that increasing the
space between the footing and the wall increased the efficiency of the reduced the amount of
reinforcement density necessary to attain efficient design. That is, there is no need for increased,
non-uniform reinforcement density when the influence of the wall is removed; inversely, the
presence of the wall demonstrates a benefit to non-uniform reinforcements when the surcharge is
close to the facing. Furthermore, an increase in reinforcement rupture strength demonstrated a shift
in RDR values representative of a peak in CSER (optimal design). Specifically, as LTDS increased,
optimal RDR decreased, meaning less reinforcements could be used for optimal design (see Figure
5-11).
The unsurcharged MSE wall demonstrated a different optimized design behavior in
comparison to the surcharged case, as the bottom-up scenario was more advantageous. However,
similar to before, the weakest reinforcements demonstrated the best “efficiency” in design (see
Figure 5-12). Specifically, reinfrocements having a LTDS of 10 kN/m demonstrated a peak in
efficiency when reinforcing the lower half of the wall (RDR=0.5, bottom-up). When LTDS was
20 kN/m, the optimum RDR was only 0.15, and reinforcements of higher strengths were only less
efficient with added reinforcements. Although added reinforcements at the base of MSE walls is
not a novel concept, this implies that it may be possible to design a wall with weaker
reinforcements as long as there was added weak reinforcements at the toe to increase stability. As
reinforcement strength is increased, this benefit becomes less important, realizing the most
efficient design with “normal” spacing. However, use of weak reinforcements with small spacing
presents a notably efficient design approach according to CSER criteria.
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A non-uniform distribution of reinforcement spacing may provide increased design efficiency
dependent on function. That is, placing enough reinforcements within the system allows for
improved stability or bearing capacity as the critical collapse mechanism shifts. Direct
implications of optimized spacing of reinforcements suggests that a non-uniform placement of
dense reinforcements may result in cost savings by reduced reinforcement quantities, strengths
and/or reduced bridge deck lengths. DLO-LA provides a means of determining this optimal
reinforcement placement.
5.7 Conclusion
Assignment of non-uniform reinforcement spacing in MSE walls has a significant effect on its
limit state strength, holding advantageous implications in context of cost-effectiveness,
constructability and performance. This parametric analysis studied the effects of non-uniform
reinforcement spacing on bearing capacity and factor of safety of footing placed upon the
reinforced soil of MSE walls, as well as the factor of safety of unsurcharged MSE walls. This
analysis demonstrates that:
 The top-down approach provided the most benefit in context of footing bearing capacity or
stability of MSE walls with constant surcharge.

An increase in wall height with dense

reinforcements transitions the observed critical collapse mechanism, providing an optimal design
layout. The benefits of the top-down approach of reinforcements generally leveled off at RDR
values between approximately 0.4 and 0.8, depending on footing setback distance. The bottomup approach presented less benefit in context of surcharge stability at the strength limit state, as
may be expected. As RDR increased, the critical collapse mechanism transitioned above the
dense reinforcement zone until the dense reinforcements were within range of a bearing capacity
failure, increasing the bearing capacity due to a transition in failure mechanism. Although this
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approach was not effective for the isolated bearing capacity of a footing placed on the reinforced
soil of an MSE wall, the effects of dense reinforcements may be important for stability for walls
over weak foundations.
 Increasing the reinforcement strength provided increased stability and bearing capacity in
context of constant surcharge or increasing surcharge, respectively. Higher reinforcement LTDS
values reduced the number of reinforcements needed to attain optimized design (i.e., most stable
in relation to number of reinforcements). That is, the benefit of stronger reinforcements is that
less layers are required (smaller RDR) for the transition to a complex bearing capacity failure.
Additionally, the use of stronger reinforcements enable an increasingly rapid transition to the
maximum bearing capacity for footings placed closer to the face of the wall, potentially implying
shorter bridge deck lengths when designing for true abutments. However, it should be noted that
the same effects can potentially be administered with very dense, weak reinforcements.
 Increased distance between the footing and the wall facing allows for increased bearing capacity
of factor of safety as it reduces the influence of the wall, transitioning the critical collapse
mechanism to a bearing capacity failure.
 In the case of unsurcharged MSE walls, the bottom-up approach provided the greatest benefit in
terms of stability. The factor of safety increased as dense reinforcements were placed at the toe,
generally in agreement with the concept that lateral earth pressures are greatest at the base of the
wall. An increase in reinforcement density at the toe, even with weak reinforcements can provide
a significant increase in wall stability.
 Non-uniform reinforcement spacing produced an efficient design of surcharged MSE walls. The
weakest reinforcements tended to provide the most efficient design, likely because the initial
wall (RDR=0) was unstable or marginally stable, yet increasing RDR provided a clear peak in
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bearing capacity efficiency ratio (BCER) and the compound stability efficiency ratio (CSER).
For the surcharged case, BCER and CSER saw an optimal RDR realized with less reinforcements
as the footing setback increased. The same behavior was observed for increasing reinforcement
LTDS in consideration of constant footing placement.
 When considering unsurcharged MSE walls, the bottom-up approach, combined with weak
reinforcements saw peaks in efficient design (SCER) at RDR values of 0.5 and 0.15 for
reinforcement strengths of 10 kN/m and 20 kN/m, respectively. All stronger reinforcements saw
the most efficient design with regular reinforcement spacing (0.6 meters). This suggests that use
of weak reinforcements may present the most advantageous design approach when placed with
small spacing.
Despite that optimized reinforcement placement can provide more efficient MSE wall design,
there are practical constraints to its application, including added construction time or quality
assurance issues. Furthermore, deformations and varying reinforcement lengths are not accounted
for in this study. The finite element model for non-uniform reinforcement placement was
conducted and shown in Appendix B. Finally, the result is limited to the conditions described in
this study and seismic conditions were not took into consideration. However, these results
demonstrate that there is potential to optimize reinforcement spacing with regards to MSE wall
function and available reinforcement selection.
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5.10 Tables

Table 5-1 Input Parameters used in Model
Parameters
Friction Angle of Backfill
Cohesion of backfill
Unit weight of backfill
Interaction between backfill and block
Interaction between backfill and reinforcement
Interaction between block and block
Footing width
Block dimension (height*width)
Unit Weight of Block
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Value
34 degree
0
18 kN/m3
0.4
0.4
1
1m
0.2m*0.3m
24 kN/m3

5.11 Figures

Figure 5-1 Procedure of DLO-LA algorithm to find critical collapse mechanism

Figure 5-2 Schematic of Top-Down, Bottom-Up approaches for reinforcement density
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Figure 5-3 Schematic of basic model, geometry, boundary conditions, loads and collapse surface
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Figure 5-4 Results of bearing capacity based on LTDS for footing setbacks of (a) Lf=0.5 m, (b)
Lf=1.0 m, (c) Lf=3.0 m
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Figure 5-5 Collapse mechanisms for variety of scenarios and their corresponding bearing
capacities
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Figure 5-6 Factor of Safety for MSE wall without surcharge

Figure 5-7 Critical collapse mechanism for unsurcharged MSE wall with increasing
reinforcement density (LTDS = 100 kN/m)
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Figure 5-8 Stability of MSE Wall-surcharge system for varying LTDS values and footing
setbacks of (a) Lf=0.5 m, (b) Lf=1.0 m, (c) Lf=2.0 m, and (d) Lf=3.0 m
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Figure 5-9 Critical collapse mechanism for MSE wall supporting a surcharge of 400 kPa (400
kN) with increasing reinforcement density (LTDS = 100 kN/m)
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Figure 5-10 Comparison of BCER to RDR for a variety of footing setbacks
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Figure 5-11CSER for surcharged MSE walls (constant load of 400 kPa) with footing setbacks of
(a) Lf=0.5 m; (b) Lf=1.0 m; and (c) Lf=3.0 m
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Figure 5-12 CSER for unsurcharged MSE walls
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CHAPTER 6: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Summary
Geosynthetic-Reinforced Soil (GRS) structures are being increasingly used for bridge support,
a function that has demonstrated efficacy. A literature review was conducted to identify knowledge
gaps associated with the function of GRS walls as bridge support. The assessment of surcharged
GRS walls have been observed from physical experimentation, numerical modelling, but analytical
approaches towards the ultimate limit state are limited.
In order to develop a unified, strength limit state methodology for GRS structures supporting
a discrete surcharge, Chapter 3 presented an approach to determine the reactive loads in individual
reinforcements layer by layer within surcharged strip footing using limit analysis (LA), Chapter 4
presented a limit equilibrium approach towards estimating the bearing capacity of strip footings
placed upon GRS structures, and Chapter 5 applied a rigorous limit analysis-based tool to
determine the critical collapse mechanism and bearing capacity in context of non-uniform
reinforcement layouts.

6.2 Conclusions
The following list highlights major findings and conclusions of this work
1. An approach was developed to determine the mobilized reinforcement loads in individual
reinforcements, Tmax, for reinforced soil structures supporting strip footings. This
approach used limit analysis (LA) to iteratively apply a log-spiral mechanism using a topdown method (TD-LA framework). Lateral earth pressures derived from TD-LA
framework were compared with those from LE analysis, the Coulomb method and
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elasticity-based approaches for cases with and without surcharge loading, demonstrating
reasonable agreement.
2. The TD-LA framework demonstrates that toe friction plays a major role in reinforcement
mobilization, especially when considering downdrag effects. The effect of toe friction
was exaggerated when considering block weight, increased interblock friction, or
increased toe friction, manifesting as an increasing Rt/Rh ratio. Inversely, increasing slope
batter reduces the effects of toe resistance, likely because the influence of the downdrag
components become less significant. The Rt/Rh ratio has positive correlation with footing
setback.
3. Lateral earth pressures were derived for specific locations along the elevation of a wall,
informing reinforcement selection and design for vertical spacing. An increase in internal
angle of friction, wall batter and/or footing setback will shift the maximum reinforcement
load down along the wall elevation. Conversely, weak soils, footings placed close to the
wall face and/or vertical walls demonstrate larger earth pressures at the upper portion of
the wall, a phenomenon that can govern design. Similarly, an increase in surcharge will
shift the observed maximum reinforcement loading further up the height of the wall.
4. Five different failure mechanisms – a two-part wedge, log-spiral, two-sided general shear
mechanism, one-sided general shear mechanism and failure above the uppermost
reinforcement - were considered simultaneously to evaluate the minimum bearing
capacity of strip footing on GRS structures. The log-spiral mechanism typically governed
when the GRSS slope is steep and overall reinforcement is weak. This mechanism was
more likely to occur when the footing was located closer to the facing or the GRSS was
taller. The two-part wedge mechanism tended to occur when the footing was located
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closer to the GRSS face and overall reinforcement was strong. This mechanism governed
when the footing was located closer to the facing and for GRSS of small height. The twosided general shear mechanism governed when a footing was located sufficiently far from
the slope facing and overall reinforcement was strong. Use of stronger or more closelyspaced reinforcements increases the likelihood of this mechanism instead of a log-spiral.
The failure above the uppermost geosynthetic governed when the distance from structure
ground to the uppermost geosynthetic was large, the footing was far from slope facing
and structure reinforced with strong reinforcement. The one-sided general shear
mechanism was appropriate when the footing was located within 0.5B of the transitional
zone between reinforced and retained backfill. These mechanisms were combined into an
algorithm that derives critical bearing capacity based on mechanism-dependent minima
that accounts for slope, footing and reinforcement geometry as well as material
properties.
5. Bearing capacity derived from every mechanism was compared to experimental and
numerical results, demonstrating good agreement. The mechanism was modified to
capture the behavior as a footing transitions from reinforced soil to retained soil.
6. A series of normalized design charts for bearing capacity of strip footing surcharged GRS
structure with varying reinforcement spacing, reinforcement tensile tension, footing
location, footing width, and wall batter were developed. These solutions may be used to
determine the bearing capacity on GRS structures as well as the critical mechanism
associated with the strength limit state.
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7. Through limit analysis-based numerical modelling, the top-down approach was
performed to provide the most benefit in context of footing bearing capacity or stability
of GRS walls under surcharge loading.
8. Global stability was evaluated for various, heterogeneously-reinforced GRS walls that
support footings. These results demonstrate that increased distance between the footing
and the wall facing allows for enhanced bearing capacity as the mechanism transitions
from being influenced by the wall facing, realizing a critical collapse mechanism that
changes to a bearing capacity failure.
9. Increasing the reinforcement strength provided increased stability and bearing capacity in
context of constant surcharge or increasing surcharge, respectively. Higher reinforcement
LTDS values reduced the number of reinforcements needed to attain optimized design (i.e.,
most stable in relation to number of reinforcements). That is, the benefit of stronger
reinforcements is that less layers are required (smaller RDR) for the transition to a complex
bearing capacity failure. Additionally, the use of stronger reinforcements enables an
increasingly rapid transition to the maximum bearing capacity for footings placed closer to
the face of the wall, potentially implying shorter bridge deck lengths when designing for
true abutments. However, it should be noted that the same effects can potentially be
administered with very dense, weak reinforcements.
10. Non-uniform reinforcement spacing produced an efficient design of surcharged MSE walls.
The weakest reinforcements tended to provide the most efficient design, likely because the
initial wall (RDR=0) was unstable or marginally stable, yet increasing RDR provided a
clear peak in bearing capacity efficiency ratio (BCER) and the compound stability
efficiency ratio (CSER). For the surcharged case, BCER and CSER saw an optimal RDR
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realized with less reinforcements as the footing setback increased. The same behavior was
observed for increasing reinforcement LTDS in consideration of constant footing
placement.

6.3 Suggestions for Future Work
This research presented approaches towards assessing the ultimate limit state of GRS
structures supporting a discrete surcharge. Although the illustrated various aspects of the strength
limit state, particularly for internal stability, there is still much needed research in future
application of GRS structures under such conditions. Some promising future directions include:
1. Recommendations and insight into required reinforcement length in consideration of local
failure and compound failures would be beneficial.
2. More insight into the influence of facing elements would be useful for assessing bearing
capacity. Furthermore, evaluation of various facing systems would be useful for assessing
internal stability of load-supporting GRS structures.
3. Assessment of inclined loading, eccentricity and traffic loading would be useful expansions
on the bearing capacity on GRS structures. Consideration of seismic loading would be
useful for both internal stability and assessment of bearing capacity.
4. One equally important component of design is the serviceability and working stress
performance of surcharge supporting GRS structures. Ongoing work will hopefully
provide important design information for this need. This work, focused on the strength
limit state, provides a foundation for one part of an important design procedure.
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APPENDIX A : Comparison of Analytical Model with Laboratory
Test
A.1 Log-Spiral Mechanism
The log spiral is a curvilinear failure surface that is often employed as a failure mechanism for
assessing ultimate limit state conditions for GRSS with or without surcharge (Xie and
Leshchinsky, 2016). A log spiral failure often occurs when a slope is steep, reinforcements are
weak and/or the footing is located within some proximity of the slope face. For comparison,
experimental results from centrifuge testing of footings placed upon GRSS (Sommers and
Viswanadham, 2009) were compared with the proposed framework. From this experimental
series, test ARS5 was built on a scale of 1:40 to the field prototype dimensions and was tested at
an acceleration of 40g to simulate prototype. The test performed on a slope inclined at 79 ͦ from
the horizontal composed of a backfill soil of =16kN/m3 and ϕ= 42 ͦ. For the given centrifuge
model, the geometry was Sb=0.06m, B=0.05m, Sv=0.03m for the 9 layers of reinforcement with a
rupture strength of Tmax=0.89kN/m3. The failure mechanism for a bearing capacity of 361 kPa in
experiment ARS5 was observed by defining displacement vectors that exhibited log-spiral
geometry with an exit point through the slope face (Figure A-1). A comparison was performed
with the proposed model, demonstrating agreement in both mechanism and a calculated
bearing capacity of 314 kPa.

A.2 Two-Part Wedge Mechanism
The two part wedge mechanism is characterized as a bilinear shear surface that is evaluated as two
wedges that are adjoined by an inter-wedge force, oriented at a given inter-wedge angle. This
mechanism may govern bearing capacity when a footing is close to a GRSS face and the interface
friction between backfill and geosynthetic reinforcement is sufficiently low. The proposed model
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was compared to two large-scale experimental testing of reinforced slopes supporting spread
footings loaded until failure (Bathurst et al. 2003, Blatz and Bathurst 2003). In these experiments,
well-instrumented, geosynthetic-reinforced embankments that were 3.4 meters in height with an
inclination of 51° were constructed (Figure A-2). Within each slope, four layers of reinforcement
were used; either consisting of Polypropolene (PP) or High-Density Polyethelene (HDPE). The
footing had a width of 0.47 and a setback of 1.2m and was placed on cohesionless backfill of γ =
18.1 kN/m3 and ϕ = 53 ͦ. The ultimate bearing load was 650kN and 840kN for the PP- and HDPEreinforced embankments, respectively. Both cases demonstrated a bilinear failure mechanism that
imitated from the far edge of the footing, demonstrating inflection towards the slope face along
the weaker interface between the geogrid and soil. To capture this response, Blatz and Bathurst
(2003) developed a two-part wedge slope stability analysis approach to approximate the collapse
load for the reinforced sand embankments under surcharge. The reinforcement tensile loads were
inferred from global strain values using relative extensometer displacements measured at selected
junctions along the geogrid materials in the direction of loading (Blatz and Bathurst 2003). An
upper- and a lower-bound of reinforcement tensile loads were estimated for both PP (T=9-13kN)
and HDPE geogrid (T=31-32kN). The coefficient of direct sliding was taken as Cds=1.0 for the PP
geogrid because interlock with the large aperture opening size, and Cds=0.9 for the HDPE, which
had a smaller aperture and less observed interface friction.
For comparison, the proposed two-part wedge mechanism was applied with the same
material properties, geometric configuration and reinforcement tensile loads as that from Blatz and
Bathurst (2003).The coefficient of direct sliding adopted for the proposed method was the same as
that from Blatz and Bathurst (2003). Blatz and Bathurst (2003) noted that the observed failure
surface was relatively shallow, implicative of little inter-wedge shear resistance between the two
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wedges. Hence, the inter-wedge friction angle, δ, was set to zero, a common assumption for the
two-part wedge mechanism in reinforced slopes (Blatz and Bathurst 2003, Woods and Jewell
1990). The ultimate bearing load from the proposed method demonstrates reasonable agreement
with that from both experimental (Bathurst et al. 2003) and analytical (Blatz and Bathurst 2003)
results (Table A-1). Therefore, the two-part wedge component of the proposed multi-mechanism
model was deemed suitable for evaluating the ultimate bearing capacity of GRSS.

A.3 Two-Sided General Shear Mechanism
Conventional bearing capacity analyses on gentle or level ground often assumes a two-sided
mechanism that represents the displacement of resisting soil surrounding a footing. This
mechanism is also appropriate when there is sufficient distance between a footing and slope face.
In order to assess the verity of the proposed model to estimate bearing capacity of GRSS when
the influence of a slope face is limited, a comparison is made to the experimental results of
Khing et al. (1993). These experiments were performed on scaled models of sand (ϕ=40.3°,
γ=17.5kN/m3) reinforced with scaled geogrids (Sv=0.375B) supporting strip footings with a width
of B=101.6mm and length of 304.8mm, which was equal to the inside width of the testing box.
The geogrid used in this test was PP/HDPE co-polymer with punctured sheet drawn. In the test,
geogrid strength was not mentioned. For each test, the bearing capacity ratio (BCR), was
calculated for increasing layers of embedded reinforcements, finding that ultimate bearing
capacity was not significantly influenced after four layers of reinforcement (Figure A-3). When
using the same soil properties and reinforcement configuration of Khing et al (1993), the
proposed multi-mechanism approach with geogrid strength of 2kN/m and 3kN/m demonstrates
reasonable agreement with ultimate bearing capacities determined from the experimental results.
However, the proposed framework tends to lose any influence of added reinforcement when
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more than four layers of are used (Figure A-3). Nonetheless, the agreement for bearing capacity
on geosynthetic-reinforced level ground demonstrates the potential for the presented approach to
capture bearing capacity when a footing is outside the influence of a slope face.

A.4 Tables

Table A-1 Predicted ultimate footing load from analytical methods and experiments.
Footing Load
from Test (kN)
Reinf. type
PP
HDPE

/
650
840

Reinforcement
load T (kN/m)
Min.
9
31

Max.
13
32
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Footing Load from
Blatz and Bathurst
(2003) (kN)
At min. T At max. T
615
655
770
775

Footing Load from
Proposed method
(kN)
At min.T At max.T
656
699
841
851

A.5 Figures

Figure A-1 Displacement vectors for test centrifuge test ARS5 compared to failure surface from
proposed method (modified from Sommers and Viswanadham 2009).
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Figure A-2 Predicted and observed failure surfaces for reinforced embankments (modified from
Bathurst et al. 2003).
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Figure A-3 Comparison of BCR for experiments from Khing et al. (1993) and proposed method.
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B.1 Abstract
Mechanically stabilized earth walls are becoming an increasingly common means of
supporting shallow foundations, particularly those that support bridge superstructures. Within this
study, a verified numerical model employing Finite Element (FE) analysis is used to investigate
the influence of non-uniform reinforcement spacing on the performance of reinforced soil
structures supporting strip footings. The effects of heterogeneous reinforcement density were
evaluated under two scenarios: (1) a “top-down” approach where reinforcement spacing density is
progressively increased from the top of the wall downwards and (2) a “bottom -up” approach
where the spacing density is progressively increased from the toe of the wall upwards. Lateral
deformation of wall face, footing settlement and reinforcement strain were evaluated for varying
conditions, including footing location, vertical reinforcement spacing and reinforcement stiffness.
Moreover, development of shear mechanisms within the reinforced soil is evaluated. For MSE
walls supporting spread footings, placement of closely-spaced reinforcements in the upper portion
of the wall shows more benefit. Alternatively, when MSE walls do not support any surcharge,
placing dense layers of reinforcement near the toe present the most benefit. Tailoring
reinforcement spacing to MSE wall function can result in economic benefit by reducing required
bridge deck length or reducing required reinforcement quantities. This study quantifies the impacts
of reinforcement configuration on service-state behavior.
B.2 Introduction
Mechanically stabilized earth (MSE) walls have become a common means of earth
retention for a variety of applications, including ”true” bridge abutments, where the bridge
superstructure is placed on a shallow foundation directly on the reinforced backfill. Compared with
conventional bridge abutments which commonly have a 2:1 fill slope, MSE true bridge abutments
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are promising as they provide good performance and reduce the span length of bridge deck.
Moreover, MSE walls demonstrate advantages over their conventional counterparts, including
aesthetics, cost-efficiency, expediency of construction, the ability to tolerate large differential
settlement and good seismic performance (Lee and Wu 2004). This application has gained wide
interest in the US resulting in dozens of field tests, most notably the 6m tall true Geosynthetic
Reinforced Soil (GRS) abutment at the Founders/Meadow Parkway junction in Colorado, USA.
This early filed test exhibited only 10 mm of lateral deformation at the wall facing and 14 mm of
settlement at the bridge deck, demonstrating great promise for future applications (Abu-Hejleh et
al. 2000).
Conventional design of strip footings is dictated by two different design criteria: the
strength limit state (i.e. bearing capacity) and serviceability (i.e. tolerable settlement). Most
research involving true bridge abutments has been limited to numerical studies. Helwany et al.
(2003) used finite element models to evaluate the capability of GRS abutments to reduce
differential settlements between the abutment and approach embankments. The proposed model
as calibrated to data from a well-instrumented bridge abutment that adhered to strict construction
guidelines, assessing the effects of different foundation soils, ranging from loose sand to stiff clay,
on the performance of a GRS abutments. Wu et al. (2006) used the finite element method to
investigate the allowable bearing capacity of bridge sills placed on abutments with a flexible facing,
assessing the effect of sill type, sill width, soil stiffness/strength, reinforcement spacing, and the
foundation stiffness on the load-carrying capacity of GRS abutments. Leshchinsky (2014)
performed a parametric study by using limit analysis, which investigated the effect of
reinforcement strength, reinforcement spacing, and footing location on the bearing capacity of
MSE wall-support bridge abutments, finding that the location and density of reinforcements could
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have a significant influence on the observed bearing capacity. Ambauen et al. (2015) performed a
parametric study using FE models to evaluate the behavior of surcharged MSE walls considering
reinforcement vertical spacing, varying reinforcement stiffness, footing locations, footing widths
and toe restraint conditions. These results demonstrate improved performance when denser
reinforcement is used, but demonstrated the effect of the footing was limited to only the upper
reaches of the wall with closely-spaced reinforcements. Xie et al. (2016) applied top-down
approach considering a log-spiral mechanism to determine the lateral earth pressure on wall and
reactive reinforcement loads in individual reinforcements for strip footing surcharged MSE walls,
but used limit equilibrium conditions that could not account for wall movements. Xiao et al. (2016)
conducted a series of model tests for strip footing surcharged MSE walls to evaluate the influence
of footing setback, footing width, reinforcement length and connection mode between geogrid and
facing on the performance of structures, however focused on the ultimate limit state for bearing
capacity as opposed to serviceability conditions. There is limited research that has focused on wall
deformations while accounting for the effects of closely-spaced reinforcements in localized
portions of the wall. However, vertical reinforcement spacing is a primary factor in MSE wall
design. For constructability purposes, a selected vertical spacing of reinforcement is maintained
for an entire structure; however, use of closely-spaced reinforcements may not be necessary for
the wall, depending on the application. For example, Xie and Leshchinsky (2015) employed
numerical simulations using Limit Analysis (LA) to investigate the impact of localized, closelyspaced reinforcements on the ultimate limit state of strip footings placed on MSE walls,
demonstrating that dense reinforcement placement is most beneficial near the footing. That study
did not, however, consider deformations under loading. These prior studies have highlighted the
influence of reinforcement stiffness, spacing, location and footing geometry on the observed
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behavior of reinforced soil abutments, however there is limited research that quantifies the
influence of these factors on the serviceability of spread footings placed on reinforced soil walls.
To highlight this behavior, a parametric study employing FE analyses was conducted to investigate
the serviceability of surcharged MSE walls in context of non-uniform reinforcement placement,
varying footing location and reinforcement materials.
B.3 Methodology
B.3.1 Model Description
The schematic of basic finite element model is shown in Figure B-1, analogous to the
previous study on the ultimate limit state from Xie and Leshchinsky (2015). The wall (H=4.8 m)
has a vertical facing consisting of 24 facing blocks with height Hblock=0.2 m and block width of
0.3m. The reinforcement length was L=3.36 m, 70% of the wall height (typical convention for
MSE wall design), placed horizontally with a vertical spacing ranging from Sv=0.2 to 0.6 m. A
strip footing of width B=1 m was located at crest of the MSE wall structure with a setback distance
of Sb from the wall facing. To apply meshing, finite element modeling and post-processing,
commercially-available software, ABAQUS (ABAQUS 2012), was used. The model was applied
using two-dimensional, plane strain conditions for computational simplicity.
B.3.2 Boundary Conditions and Meshing
The wall was modeled with a rigid foundation and homogenous retained and reinforced
backfill in order to isolate the internal behavior of MSE wall. The back of the wall was fixed in
the horizontal direction, but allowed to move vertically. The base of the model was fixed in
horizontal and vertical directions. In the full scale testing procedure, measured horizontal loads at
the facing toe demonstrated that the toe restraint can be simulated by a horizontal spring (Hatami
and Bathurst 2005). In the numerical model, the toe restraint spring stiffness was set as 4MPa, half
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of the back calculated spring stiffness in the test, to take into account additional compliance in the
steel reaction beam (Hatami and Bathurst 2006). Compared with physical measurements, if the toe
was set perfectly rigid, the magnitude of the horizontal toe reaction was about 30% greater than
the case of a compliant toe and no strains were recorded in the lower reinforcement layer from
parametric analysis (Hatami and Bathurst 2006). The toe restraint spring stiffness Etoe in this study
was set to 7MPa to mimic the embedment and frictional resistance observed at the toe of a structure,
an assumption employed in another numerical models of MSE walls (Ambauen et al. 2015).
The backfill soil and facing blocks were modeled as 2D homogeneous, deformable
continuum zones. Facing blocks were mesh with 4-node bilinear plane strain, quadrilateral,
reduced integration elements (CPE4R) while the backfill soil used 8-node biquadratic plane strain,
quadrilateral, reduced integration elements (CPE8R). The geogrid reinforcement layers were
modelled using 2-node linear truss elements (T2D2) without compressive or bending stiffness to
capture membrane effects. Meshing was denser in the reinforced zone, especially near the block
facing to facilitate more accurate results. For the models, approximately 5880 elements were used,
deemed sufficient for a balance between accuracy and computational expense based on a mesh
sensitivity analysis, which exhibited little change in results after approximately 5000 elements.
B.3.3 Material Properties
The soil model in this study was verified with element tests representative of plain strain
and triaxial conditions, as well as the results from full-scale tests on surcharged MSE walls,
outlined in a previous study by the authors (Ambauen et al. 2015). The backfill soil used adopted
porous elastic property for elasticity (Figure B-2a) with an extended Drucker-Prager model with
exponent shear criterion and non-associated flow for yield adopted for plasticity (Figure B-2b).
The use of this combination of properties best captured the nonlinear increase in soil stiffness with
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confinement as well as the gradual yield of the soil with shear, both important criteria for modeling
the behavior of reinforced soil appropriately. The specific soil properties used in this model are
shown in Table B.1. Although an approximation, an estimated equivalent Mohr-Coulomb friction
angle for an equivalent material would be 45º at the critical state.
The reinforcements were modeled using a linear-elastic model. This is done as the soil
often demonstrates yield before the relatively extensible reinforcement exhibit plasticity. This
assumption has been employed in numerous finite element models of MSE walls with
demonstrated reasonable results (Hatami and Bathurst 2005, Yoo et al. 2008, Ambauen et al. 2015).
Four different reinforcement types were selected and tensile stiffness (J) for each reinforcement
type is given as: Polypropylene (PP, J=119kN/m at 2% strain) geogrids, Polyester (PET,
J=350kN/m at 2% strain) geogrids, high-density polyethylene (HDPE, J=600kN/m at 2% strain)
geogrids, and welded wire mesh (WWM, J=3100kN/m at 2% strain), representative of
reinforcement types commonly used in modular block walls (Shinoda and Bathurst, 2004, Hatami
and Bathurst 2005).
B.3.4 Interactions
The block-block interface shear resistance was modeled as a friction coefficient following
the basic Coulomb friction model, defined as:

   s N

(B.1)

where τ is the shear stress, σN is the normal stress, and μs is the coefficient of static friction. In this
model, the coefficient of state friction μs was set as 1.7 to capture not only the relatively high
friction between concrete, but also added resistance stemming from shear keys commonly
employed in modular block wall facing units. The soil-block interaction was defined using a
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friction coefficient of 1.0, representative of full mobilization of the soil shear strength
(approximately ′=′=45° for the presented cases). This friction coefficient corresponds to the
tangent of the approximate critical state friction angle, used by other studies focusing on reinforced
soil with modular block facing elements (e.g. Ehrlich et al. 2012, Mirmoradi and Ehrlich 2014).
The interaction between soil and reinforcements was set to a tie constraint, commonly used for
numerical models of MSE walls (Yoo and Kim, 2008). This assumption suppresses pullout, a
reasonable assumption when relatively large confining loads further anchor the reinforcements in
a frictional material, supported by observations from large-scale testing (Hatami and Bathurst
2005).
B.3.5 Wall Construction Procedure
In practice, the MSE walls is constructed as placing facing blocks, reinforcement, and
backfill soils layer by layer, and the backfill will be compacted for each lift. The compaction on
soil increases the lateral earth pressure and reduces the effective Poisson’s ratio in the backfill (e.g.,
Duncan et al. 1991). In order to compact the initial stress conditions representative of realistic
MSE walls, a construction sequence including backfilling and compaction was simulated. The lifts
used for the construction sequence were 0.4m high, equal to the height of two blocks, a reasonable
lift height for compaction specifications. Within each lift, gravity was applied to the soil, facing
block and reinforcement elements. After gravity was assigned, a compaction pressure was applied
to the upper surface of the soil lift as a uniform surcharge load of 8kPa, consistent with prior
literature (e.g. Hatami and Bathurst 2005). Commonly, gravel is placed behind the facing for
enhanced drainage, often compacted by hand. This is not accounted for in this study, but the
general influence of compaction is still accounted for conservatively in the modeled construction
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sequence. After all the lifts were completed, a strip footing would be placed at the top of the wall
and loaded to a pressure of 200 kPa.
B.3.6 Vertical Reinforcement Spacing
For baseline models, an initial vertical reinforcement spacing of Sv=0.6 m was chosen as it
is a typical value for MSE wall design. To investigate the influence of closely-spaced
reinforcements, the vertical spacing was reduced to Sv=0.2 m through the addition of more
reinforcement layers. The application of closely-spaced reinforcements was applied to only a
proportion of the wall height, defined as a reinforcement density ratio (RDR), where:
𝑅𝐷𝑅 =

𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑙

(B.2)

where the baseline reinforced wall consisted of a vertical reinforcement spacing of 0.6 m (RDR=0)
and a wall comprised of closely-spaced reinforcements throughout its entire height had a RDR of
unity (Figure B-2). Within this study, RDR values ranging from 0 to 1 were used. When the bottom
portion of the wall had closely-spaced reinforcements, it was considered to be “bottom-up” (B-U)
conditions, whereas the inverse was considered to be “top-down” (T-D) conditions (Figure B-3).
B.4 Results
A series of FE models were performed to investigate the effects of footing location,
surcharge load and uneven reinforcement spacing on serviceability of MSE walls considering
closely-spaced placement of reinforcements from the crest to the toe (T-D) and from the toe to the
crest (B-U). Lateral earth pressures on wall face, lateral deformations, settlements and
reinforcement strain were observed.
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B.4.1 Lateral earth pressures
Conventional internal design of MSE walls governed by lateral earth pressures, often
determined from simplified Rankine-based solutions and modified to account for the
reinforcement extensibility. In general, inextensible (metallic) and extensible (geosynthetic)
reinforcements are divided into separate categories with a modified active earth pressure
coefficient (Kr/Ka) used to account the mobilization of active earth pressures resulting from the
relative stiffness of the reinforcements (Figure B-3, AASHTO 2012). Modeled lateral earth
pressures at the end of construction (EOC) for PET and WWM are compared to these inferred
relationships in Figure B-4. As shown, PET, which is considered as extensible reinforcement,
generally underestimates a Kr/Ka of approximately unity, likely owing to the presence of soil
arching between the facing elements and backfill. However, there are larger earth pressures
realized above the toe, a function of the development of shear in this region and the resistance of
the facing against movement and development of an active state. For WWM, there is also a match
for the AASHTO (2012) Kr/Ka of 2.5 at the crest of the wall, linearly decreasing to a constant 1.2
at 6 meters of depth, but the presented values generally overestimate earth pressures for wide
reinforcement spacing. For both cases, it can be seen that earth pressures increase with closelyspaced reinforcements (i.e. going from RDR=0 to RDR=1) as the reinforcement restricts the
outward movement of the facing blocks, restricting mobilization of backfill shear strength
associated with the onset of active earth pressures.
B.4.2 Deformation of the wall facing
Figure B-4 shows the lateral facing deformation at the end of construction (EOC) and end
of loading (EOL) for PET-reinforced structures. In this scenario, the strip footing at the crest of
wall had footing width of B=1.0 m, a footing setback of Sb=0.5 m, 1.0 m and 2.0 m in Figure B-
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5(b), (c) and (d) respectively. At the EOL, the footing was loaded to a pressure of 200kPa, which
is the recommended maximum design pressure from the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
(Elias et al. 2001). The maximum lateral facing deformation occurred at the crest of wall for EOC
conditions, but occurred at the middle section of the wall for EOL conditions. As the footing
setback increased, the location of maximum facing deformation occurred further down the wall
face. For example, the maximum facing deformation for a footing setback of 0.5 m, 1.0 m, and 2.0
m occurred at depths of 0.2-0.3H, 0.3-0.4H, and 0.4-0.5H, respectively. The location of the footing
also affected the magnitude of lateral facing deformations. The maximum lateral facing
deformation for structures with reinforcement spacing of Sv=0.6 m was 90mm, 82mm and 66mm
for footing setbacks of 0.5 m, 1.0 m and 2.0 m, respectively. The magnitude and location of
maximum lateral displacement on wall facing changed simultaneously as the footing setback
increased, which had the same tendency with elastic stress analysis.
The lateral facing deformation was significantly influenced by reinforcement spacing. The
maximum facing deformation at EOC for Sv was 0.2 m and 0.6 m was approximately 10 mm and
16mm, respectively. At EOL, maximum facing movements realized even greater influences from
dense reinforcement spacing. For example, when RDR was changed from 0 to 1, the maximum
displacement reduced from 83 mm to 35 mm, 79 mm to 32 mm, and 65 to 25 mm for setbacks of
0.5 m, 1 m and 2 m, respectively. When RDR was 0.5, bottom-up conditions exhibited reduced
lateral deformations compared with that of RDR = 0, but top-down conditions demonstrated
displacements on par to the wall constructed with only closely-spaced reinforcements (RDR=1).
When changing RDR=0 to the RDR=0.5 bottom-up case, the maximum displacement reduced from
83 mm to 45 mm, 79 mm to 41 mm, and 65 to 35 mm for setbacks of 0.5 m, 1 m and 2 m,
respectively. A shift from RDR=0 to the RDR=0.5 under top-down conditions results in a reduction
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of maximum displacements from 83 mm to 38 mm, 79 mm to 36 mm, and 65 to 28 mm for setbacks
of 0.5 m, 1 m and 2 m, respectively. The top-down case demonstrates nearly the same values as
the RDR=1 case, despite using significantly less reinforcement. This can be attributed to enhanced
soil reinforcement in the region of concentrated stress – in this case, underneath the footing.
B.4.3 Settlements
Figure B-6 shows the settlement profile at the wall crest for EOC and EOL conditions.
Similar to the previous section, the surcharge pressure at EOL was 200 kPa. The surface settlement
near the facing was much larger than that away from facing at EOC due to lateral movements of
soil during self-loading and compaction. As expected, under EOL conditions, the area underneath
the strip footing demonstrated larger surface settlements. At EOC, settlements were largest for the
RDR=0 and the T-D RDR=0.5 cases as the bottom portion of the wall had the least reinforcement.
However, under EOL conditions, the trend is opposite as the presence of densely-spaced
reinforcements significantly reduced settlements (Figure B-6). For example, when setback was 0.5
m and RDR was 0, use of closely-spaced reinforcements reduced settlement from 123 mm to 85
mm, 68 mm, and 62 mm for B-U RDR=0.5, T-D RDR=0.5, and RDR=1, respectively. The
maximum settlement of the top surface is also influenced by footing location, as demonstrated in
Figure B-5(b) and B-5(c). The maximum settlement values were not uniform along the footing
width due to the occurrence of footing rotations. When RDR was 0, the angular distortion (change
in settlement along the footing width/footing width) was 0.004, 0.001 and 0.003 for setbacks of
0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 meters, respectively. When the footing was placed close to the facing (Sb=0.5 m)
or near the transition between reinforced and retained soil (Sb=2.0 m), the rotation was larger
because the subsurface provided uneven resistance. This demonstrated the counter-clockwise and
clockwise rotations of the footing when placed near the facing and retained soil, respectively.
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However, for all cases, use of closely-spaced reinforcement tended to reduce angular distortion,
particularly when the dense reinforcements were placed in the upper portion of the wall.
B.4.4 Reinforcement strains
The reinforcement strain profile of the seven layers consistent throughout all RDR
scenarios (see Figure B-1) are presented in Figure B-7. In this figure, the reinforcement material
was PET and for a footing of width B=1 m with a setback of Sb=0.5 m. At the EOC and
RDR=0.5, reinforcement strains were lower in the upper reaches of the structure under a topdown scenario as opposed to the bottom-up scenario. However, the inverse is true for the lower
portion of the wall. This is due to increased load-sharing behavior when more reinforcements are
used within a given height. The maximum EOC strain realized tended to be less than 0.5% for all
cases, increasing from the crest towards the toe and the locus of strain concentrations resembling
a logarithmic spiral. Under EOL conditions, the maximum reinforcement strains were typically
realized in the second layer from the top. The best performance was managed when RDR was 0.5
for T-D conditions or RDR was unity, exhibiting strain concentrations less than 2%. Notably, the
strain profile for these cases was very similar; demonstrating that dependent on application,
localized use of closely-spaced reinforcements may be just as effective as using closely-spaced
reinforcements throughout the structure.
B.5 Discussion
The results demonstrated that non-uniform placement of reinforcement layers may provide
advantageous serviceability behavior for true MSE abutments at both EOC and EOL conditions,
including reduced facing displacements, decreased settlements, and reduced reinforcement strains.
Based on the analysis of PET-reinforced MSE walls, EOC conditions realized the most benefit
from a B-U approach while the EOL state benefited from the T-D approach. In the following
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section, the influence of reinforcement material (PP, HDPE and WWM) is investigated. However,
the weak material (PP) reinforced MSE wall structure cannot be surcharged to 200 kPa, exhibiting
collapse (ultimate limit state conditions). Therefore, to highlight the differences between these
cases, the EOL surcharge load is set as 80kPa for consistency.
In order to highlight the trend in efficiency for serviceability, an index for global
reinforcement stiffness was introduced, defined as (Christopher and Gill. 1990; Allen et al. 2003)
follows:
n

Sindex 

J
i 1

i

(B.3)

H

where Ji is the tensile stiffness of an individual reinforcement layer and H is the wall height.
B.5.1 Deformation of the wall facing
Maximum lateral displacements for PP, PET and HDPE are shown in Figure B-8. The
maximum lateral deformation along the wall height is a main factor for retaining structures. In this
figure, the maximum lateral deformation along the wall height was plotted versus global stiffness
Sindex for both top-down and bottom-up approaches at EOC and EOL. The maximum lateral
deformations decreased as Sindex increased for all cases, which implied that increasing use of
reinforcement reduced lateral displacements. It is notable, however, that the benefit of increasing
reinforcement plateaus for the presented reinforcement types with increasing Sindex.
At the EOC, the maximum lateral deformation from the bottom-up approach was smaller
than that from top-down approach for PET and HDPE reinforced structures, while the trend was
opposite for PP reinforced structures (see Figure B-8a). The reason for this is that the relative effect
of closely-spaced reinforcements at the lower portion of the wall is complemented by the presence
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of toe resistance while the low stiffness PP reinforcements saw major deformations at the crest of
the wall in absence of closely-spaced reinforcements. At the EOL, the maximum lateral
deformations from bottom-up approach were larger than that from top-down approach for all
reinforcement types (e.g. PP, PET and HDPE, see Figure B-8b, 8c, 8d). This is due to the relatively
reinforced composite behavior occurring at the crest of the slope where stress from the footing was
concentrated.
As global stiffness increased, which was corresponding to increase of RDR from 0 to 1 for
a specific type of reinforcement material, the maximum lateral deformation decreased for PP, PET
and HDPE. However, the decrease rate of maximum deformation to global stiffness for PP was
much larger than that for PET and HDPE at both EOC and EOL (see Figure B-8a, 8b, 8c and 8d).
The decrease rate of maximum deformation to global stiffness provided insight into the observed
lateral displacement behavior. For example, at the EOL, the decrease rate for PP was around 0.198
mm/ (kN/m) when Sb = 0.5 m, while the decrease rate for PET and HDPE were around 0.015 and
0.006 mm/ (kN/m) respectively. At EOL conditions, the maximum lateral deformation of PET
reinforced MSE wall (RDR=0.25) was larger than that of PP (RDR=1) despite having a smaller
relative stiffness. Generally speaking, structures with low stiffness reinforcements, but close
vertical spacing performed better than those with stiff reinforcements, but wide vertical spacing,
consistent with results for the ultimate limit state conditions (Xie and Leshchinsky 2015). That is,
use of closely-spaced, weak, low-stiffness reinforcements can be used to create efficient and
effective MSE structures.
B.5.2 Settlements
Maximum vertical settlement was presented in Figure B-9 for varying RDR and
reinforcement types at EOL in the format of maximum lateral deformation versus global stiffness,
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Sindex. Structures reinforced with stiffer reinforcements (HDPE) demonstrated reduced settlements
compared to structures with lower stiffness reinforcements (PP).
The top-down approach was more beneficial for maximum vertical settlement than that of
bottom-up approach for different footing setbacks and reinforcement types at EOL. The reason
was that top-down approach placed denser reinforcement at the crest of the slope where had higher
stress distribution induced from the footing.
The ratio of changing maximum vertical settlement to global stiffness Sindex also provided
insight into the observed settlement behavior. As global stiffness increased, the maximum vertical
settlement decreased for different reinforcement types and footing setbacks. The decrease in the
rate of maximum vertical settlement to global stiffness for PP was much larger than that for PET
and HDPE at EOL (see Figure B-8a, 8b and 8c). For example, the decrease in the rate of maximum
vertical settlement compared to global stiffness for PP was around 0.193mm/ (kN/m) when Sb =
0.5 m, while that for PET and HDPE were around 0.015 and 0.006 mm/ (kN/m). The large
magnitude for the rate of maximum vertical settlement to global stiffness of PP demonstrated that
lower-stiffness, weaker reinforcements but denser placement may exhibit very effective
performance in terms of footing settlement, particularly when compared to stiffer reinforcements.
B.5.3 Backfill plastic deformations
The observed plastic strain occurring in the backfill provides insight into regions where
reinforcement is critical. Specifically, measurement of the equivalent plastic strain (PEEQ), which
is a scalar measure of the permanent strain at a given node, provides a representation of internal
shear in the backfill, highlighting regions that require reinforcement. In Figure B-10, the plastic
strain for an MSE wall reinforced with PP supporting a footing with a width of B=1 meter setback
from the facing by Sb=0.5 meters is presented for varying T-D and B-U RDR values. Within all
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models, a primary active wedge resembling a log spiral exits towards the toe. Above each
reinforcement layer, zones of concentrated shear (secondary slip surfaces) are apparent. When the
upper portion of structure has closely-spaced reinforcement, the plastic strain was muted. When
the upper portion had wider reinforcement spacing, plasticity tended to be constrained to the upper
reaches of the wall. For PET and WWM reinforced soil, representing inextensible and extensible
reinforcement, the zones of plasticity shifted between mechanisms, depending on reinforcement
type (Figure B-11). When RDR was 1 for PET reinforcement, the failure surface was more like
active wedge in the shape of a log spiral. For inextensible reinforcements, the zones of plasticity
more closely resembled a punching mechanism, much like the hypothetical mechanism proposed
by previous studies (i.e. Binquet and Lee 1975).
B.6 Conclusions
A series of numerical models employing Finite Element (FE) analysis were developed to
investigate the influence of non-uniform reinforcement spacing on the performance of MSE
structures supporting strip footings. Non-uniform vertical spacing of reinforcements may have a
significant effect service state performance, including lateral deformation, settlement,
reinforcement strains and shear mechanisms observed. The findings can be summarized as follows:


The Top-Down approach provided the most benefit for surcharged MSE walls in
consideration of lateral deformations, settlements and reinforcement strains. The BottomUp approach is more beneficial for surcharge-free MSE walls. This behavior occurs due to
a concentration of reinforcement in regions of large lateral and vertical stress.



MSE walls with low stiffness reinforcement but close spacing may exhibit better
performance than walls reinforced with few stiff reinforcement layers, consistent
observations about ultimate limit state design (Xie and Leshchinsky 2015).
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Use of closely-spaced reinforcements reduced plastic shear deformation in general.
Multiple shear planes were observed for scenarios, primarily exiting above reinforcement
layers. However, the primary surface of internal shear was resembled a log spiral and
tended to emerge at the toe. When the upper portion of structure had dense reinforcement,
a punching mechanism was observed, transitioning to a curvilinear active wedge at the
base. Dense spacing at the base of the wall resulted in higher plastic shear at the upper
reaches of the structure. The regions of shear for inextensible reinforcements more closely
resembled a punching mechanism.
The results presented herein are for limited wall configurations and material properties.

Future work could expand on varying wall height, facing batter, varying facing elements,
assessing varying backfill properties, assessing foundation effects and identifying threedimensional influences. Future work involving physical experiments, either in the field or
laboratory, would complement the results presented herein. However, this presented work
demonstrates that service state performance of true MSE abutments is a function of not only
reinforcement stiffness, but reinforcement spacing and footing configuration.
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B.9 Tables

Table B-1 Soil constitutive properties in this study (adapted from Ambauen et al. 2015).

Porous Elasticity Material Properties
Property

Symbol

Value

Logarithmic Bulk Modulus [ ]

κ

0.0055

Poisson's ratio [ ]

ν

0.35

Elastic tensile limit [Pa]

ptel

20000

Initial void ratio [ ]

e0

0.5

Drucker-Prager Plasticity - Exponent Shear Criterion
Property

Symbol

Value

Material constant [ ]

a

0.8909

Material exponent [ ]

b

1

Dilation angle [°]

Ψ,

19

Initial yield stress [Pa]

σc

12000

Flow potential eccentricity [ ]

ε

0.1

Mass density [kg/m3]

ρ

1713
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B.10 Figures

Figure B-1 Schematic of baseline model geometry, boundary conditions and loading used in this

study.
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Figure B-2 Soil constitutive model used in this analysis. (a) Porous elastic behavior showing the

equivalent pressure stress in relation to the elastic volumetric strain and (b) general exponent
yield surface in the p-q plane showing compression hardening behavior (reproduced from
Dassault Systemes 2012).
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Figure B-3 Schematic of top-down, bottom-up approaches for reinforcement density.
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Figure B-4 Lateral earth pressures on wall face at EOC. Inset: Kr/Ka corrections from AASHTO

(2012).
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Figure B-5 Lateral displacements of the wall face for a MSE structure reinforced with PET at (a)
EOC; (b) EOL Sb=0.5m; (c) EOL Sb=1.0m; (d) EOL Sb=2.0m.
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Figure B-6 Surface settlements for a MSE structure reinforced with PET at (a) EOC; (b) EOL
Sb=0.5m; (c) EOL Sb=1.0m; (d) EOL Sb=2.0m.
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Figure B-7 Reinforcement strain profile for PET with Sb=0.5 m at (a) EOC and (b) EOL.
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Figure B-8 Maximum lateral deformation versus global stiffness for MSE structures at (a) EOC,

(b) EOL, Sb=0.5 m; (c) EOL, Sb=1.0 m; (d) EOL, Sb=2.0 m.
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Figure B-9 Settlement for MSE structure reinforced with PP, PET and HDPE at (a) Sb=0.5 m;
(b) Sb=1.0 m; (c) Sb=2.0 m.
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Figure B-10 Equivalent plastic strain in backfill for top-down and bottom-up approaches at EOC

with Sb=0.5 m and B=1 m.
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Figure B-11 Equivalent plastic strain for PET and WWM reinforced structures with different
footing locations.
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